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NUMBER 183

REPUBLICANS WIN
SANTA
ENTIRE
FE
TICKET BONDS CARRY

PATRI-

OTISM IS NEEDED

The entire Republican ticket, as
Hi
tht rnnupntinn tact
nnminat
Saturday afternoon, was accepted Tuesday by the majority of the voters of the city of Santa Fe. The
Campaign was of one days duration,
mt jt was sufficient to enable the
Renublica n s to dcf?at everv nominee
on the Democratic ticket, The De-numiiiaicu mcir uikci sumc
mutrais
earl-eand therefore had more
time in which to make plans and
conduct the campaign.
For mayor, E. P. Davies. Republi- received 531 votes, against 48
"n.
for Dr. J. A. Massie, the Democratic
nominee.
For treasurer. Leo Hersch, Republican, received 548, to 431, for
J. B. Lopez. Democrat.
For clerk, Peter Bernardinclli, Republican received 513, while 473 were
cast for Joseph Duran, Democrat.
For alderman, first ward. George
W. Armiio, republican, received 159
with Domingo Pacheco trailing an
evn 50 votes behind.
For alderman, second ward. Celso
170.
received
Lopez. Republican,
aeainst 134 for Abran Sena, Dcmo- -
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n?rle"ce'1 a phconiennl growth- -a
growth so great that the school plant
became grossly inadequate for the
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(New York Tribuno)
"Remember, always nothing German."
That is the slogan of a nation-widi- e
campaign soon to be launched by
the American Defense Society for
a boycott now and after the war
of everything of German origin. To
bring this about the society purposes
an educational campaign to enlighten
the American public as to the character of. the enemy with which it
is at war.
"Sooner or latter," said Richard
M. Hurd, chairman of the socLty,
yesterday, 'we wili wake up to the
fact that we arc at war not with
a nation of men, but with a nation
of beasts. The sooner we do wake
When we wake up
up the better.
we will want nothing to do wirfc
it now and we will want it lest
after the war.
Active
Many Propagandist
"Right now there are thousands
and tens of thousands of derm, in
propagandists at work in this counThe best way to meit them
try.
is with a straight-froAmerican propaganda that will six.
that the same people who celebrated
the murder of American citizens in
the sinking of the Lusitania are
preparing to ce'ehrate German success in the battle now raging."
At this point a secretary interrupted Mr. Hurd to tell him of the Jersey
explosion.
"That is sotme gentle, harmless
German at work," he said; "the kiui
that we are told to he kind to and
not make th eir lot in this country
any less pleasant thar. it is. What
we should remember and what we
purpose to make the Am rican people see is that a person once a German is always a German.
It took
England some time to realize this.
hut once it did realize it 'and act
accordingly tlnrj was a
let down In German propaganda and
fewer 'accidents.'
Fight Devil With Fire
"There is no use fighting Gitiimb
propaganda with k.nel words and tal-cum powder. Tell the ti'u'h a!u itj
uiv i.jrruians and i:n n" :r.rl',:I
ids. This we
piirpusc to do In. in the
plaifurm ami through the printed
page that is. within the limits of
printing, for the proofs of German
("rightfulness cannot he printed in
this country.
'The mildest of tins.- - proofs are
pictures of Canadian soldiers cruri- M.;
ih..;ici down, rrom tnat vou may
get your own impression of what
the worst is like"
It is probable the campaig-- , w ll
I, e launched
in the next fortnight.
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NOTHING GERMAN

and the fuel. It was a catch-al- l
for
all sorts of rubbish, a regular fire!
tr ip. The improvements consisted in
lowering the basement floor about'
two feet, the f'oor being mad" of RAILROADS BOOSTING
inder eonrret". in erecting two large!
PRODUCTION OF PINTO
flues for ventilating the toilets, also;
BEANS IN NEW MEXICO
a lace smoke f'ue. installing a mental
ventilat'ng shaft in the side of each! The ra'Iroads ,ar boosting p'nt
a room on neans as a rsew .Mexico to, it rrna.
room, in- nnisniiig
..
., ..
r
.1.- me .1iiiiro ri-noor
i.ir a nnrary, in cooperating witn tne rniteu fat.'S
'niiMrnrtincri.crowavs along the side food administration whirh started
of the basement rooms so as to per-- ! movement in that direction lately by
ons.
over more than 600 car loads
In the spring of 1916 the Board of mit the instalation of
I'.ilu al'on managed In get into their dows. an.l in installing a new up- - to- of pintos for the eastern market,
heating plant. The new rooms paying the growers eight cents a
'unlg t for the following vear a build- date
When school n the basement have heen equipped pound. Heretofore pinto beans have
ing fund of $.a.JU).
in manual training and the been a drug on the market, exreot
for
work
of the prrs-- ;
opened at the
nt administration (Sept. 1916) it was entire school has been organized on in New Meviro and other Sotithwest-th- e
order of a junior high school
rn states where they grow, for want
found necessary to occupy four imThus within a period of twelve of an introduction
Now the pinto
provised school rooms; but even this months
from the t;me the Board first can b- - found on the menu of every
did not provide accomodations
for
'iiaged eastern restaurant,
all who were ent tled to attend school, took action Roswell has witnessed we'l-H. M. Bi'ner
of Topeka. indiis-hous'n view of these conditions it was the erection 0(f three new school
a
and
thoro remodeling of trial and agricultural agent of the
thot best to borrow money and erect
old
n
a
of
one.
total
t once a sma'I
th;rty seven Santa Fe, recently 'loaned" to the
pr'inary building
a
the money to be repaid whin taxes rooms, now in use or awaiting future fond administration, has
in
a
all
this
town
where it bulletin about growing and handbnir
needs,
hart lieen collected
his was a
sai'1
!t
c0"1'1
he"n
J11"
,,lat
notlointo
beans
which
will
be
,often
technical violation of law but it was
distribute
free through the toral hanle
Pnl
wjse ,)ccause of (he imperative beAsdone.
an outgrowth of this reorgan- - lowin? are the
thntHif-- !
nninte of tS
fcrentlv however and on the day that iaton factionalism in all school mat-- irntn beans, brought out in the bul- ters has disappeared.
Every one letin.
seems satisfied that they have been! They are bringing good prices
a
that
the Board! They are as good as any other
deal,
square
given
of
has handled the entire, bean.
matter in a purely scientific mann-r- i
Thev are an excellent
fear or f vor. and that their !ab1 cash crop.
.
r tv has entered upon a new era of. They are a safe
land crop,
dry
educational progress. The city sup-Thev are a profitable irrieate
ia
Assoseven
ports
crop.
ions and all are boosting to make
They are especially profitable for
Roswell THE ATHENS OF NEW wheat
land that has fa;led
MEXICO.
The straw is good for livestock.
BY SUPT. J. W. RILEY.
The bean division of the food administration at Denver has arranged
to sell pinto bean seed to growers
APPORTIONMENT OF
at cost - $?R0 per hundred - p'na
STATE SCHOOL FUNDS
fr ight charges. It is suggested by
TO
AMOUNT
OVER
'
$S5,000
.P'
the food administration that growers
Sir
nlace their orders for seed through
March 10. 1918 the county agricultural agent. The
eed will be shipped from storage
Dear Sir:
Of the funds in the hands of the bouses located in various parts of
t be
State Treasurer to the cred:t of the 'he Ivan area, but orders
(Current School Fund I have mad Mared through the Denver headquart- tl'is tenth day of March. 19 8. the
fo'lowing apport:onmcnt
among the1
several counti s of the State as pres HAIG PREDITTFD WHERE
DRIVE WOULD OCCUR
rribed by law. said apportionment
being seventy cents to ca h P' rson
:
es
enumerated
for
March
school
London,
purpo
Haitj
bids for the new build ngs were open- Fnnmer..t:on.
told me at h:s he: dn tarters two
Total
I an
'n iinrtion was served on the
o
ar-month,;
that
iio-won'd
P.o.ard prohilrting them from build- - Pernnhllo
airplanes
$7"40'Y)
no
end the war Ivt they wouH
4 401
.Chaves ..
ii".
jU'ii'l rrove
a
in th nevt
R
factor
pon-trS
Colfax
hour
is
But 'the darkest
4l77,i
always
For obvious rtasons
2 "ofi 41 "r a t battle.
st before d ivvn" While everything Cnrrv
3?l
1.482
057.40 ' rou'd not nuote him then
h.,j
cctn d o have gone wrong there De Baca
sho- -l I
3fi71 0 there is no reason now why
was one fundamental
truth that Mona Ana
I
asked
3?01
224O"0 r,,t reoort his reply when
stood out clearly and distinctly; Eddy
5'S0vfl h:m where he expected the Germans
74'4
namely, pra tically everybody in the Gran
hit.
to
.V4'5
2VX)'0
city wanted a better school p'ant; Guadalupe
"Acainst us." he siid. "If we are
1 lfl'
I5'620
vcryhody was re dv to boost if onlv I.ia
.'t matters little what happens
th-y
052
3
2
l.:ncoln
l.V40
would
were
assured that
hey
on 41 elsewhere.
27?2
deal. Th? qucs- - I una
be given a sq"-.rI ""n state that be really expected
0"5
.'82r0
'on to be d cided ws how to pro McKinley
4 701
3 3:3"0 the blow, that he did not nvnimize
eed to convince everybody that alt Mori
2.770
would be able
''e "fength the
93100
was fair and all would be treated Otero
a ke.
2P8V-- to bring to bear and that he had
To have presented any scheme Quay
4t'8
R
ultimate?
4
as
to
fiOQS
the
result.
o
Arriba
of reorganization or any plan of
2f.50
3 545
2.3 '150
Haic's prophecy in all essential
bir'ding before th" Board as a whole Roosevelt
4'9f'0! "o:nts ha been borne out by recent
would have been the be:ght of folly. Sandoval
,. 2 IT?
178.1
The ful' story must wait
248.10 events.
5ome oth r method of proceedure San luan
5
RfM
had to be fol'owed if anything was.c-- n Migu.l
644Rlj until after the present batt'e is decid-- 5
8571
9P9.70 "d Arthur Draper in New York
the '""nta Ft
Consequently
ccomplihed.
44.1
O'O 'O Tribune.
'Th me for reorganizing on the four- - Sierra
cocorro
5427
four four plan wis planned and sue379890
A St. Louis woman is suing for di- 4W
3 '9270
cessfullv carried out by creating
3373
2 36'.,o!orce;
Torrance
'ic opinion thnt
claiming that her husband!
reports
6.303
44'210"oes into hysterics every time she
of parents and bnsin-s- s men
r.mi
3 671
bim. We haven't seen the
In planning the three new build- Wenris ..
2569.70;
woman" picture, but maybe hubby
ings one thing that wis kept cons121829
...
S85.280J0 was justified. Albuquerque Herald.
tantly, in mind was the possible
means
umler territorial restrictions for re-- 1
lieving congested conditions in the
ciiool-.
After ohia'ning statehood
a number oi rircnnistaiices,
which
not be related lure, operated!
o in- vent enlarging the school plant.
lie situation he a me most desperate,
it. being nece.sary to crowd into a
i room,
'wic' as many
Us as these
rooms Ciiuld accom- 'od te and maintain sanitary condi-- t

r

Mt.j.vi

ii.ML n'j,

,,,,, , mi ,,, ,,, ,, ,,,,
was used only to house the furnace!

11

follo-vo-l-

y.us

,i

In fact, the matter of
systenwitie ventih'tion had bren whot-- j
In recent years this
ly neglected.
building had received a number of
patchy improvements in the matter
of tint'ng and of window shades until!
i's walls presented a motley conglo-- !
iteration of misfits. The basement

st Investment in the 1

;

it

frame-stucc-

Every Liberty Bond yew bury
hits the Hun a blow.

chr

REMEMBER ALWAYS

it

A PROCLAMATION
ifLi t? t mr
cot r,i Vo. Vf
ico designates certaii. days, particul-- !
arly the Fourth day ot July, called
Independence Day, PUBLIC HOLI-.day- s
DAYS. It further provides that any
day appointed by the Governor of
h. Stat., a. rtav nf Thankseivina
or fasting and prayer, or other re- lieious observance, shall be a PUB
LIC HOLIDAY.
PRIL SIXTH next is the first anniversary of our entry into the war
for the freedom of the world. That
freedom, if delivered at all. must be
delivered by the United States of
America; New Mexico is one of
these States. CITIZENS OF NEW
MEXICO. LET US NOT DECEIVE
OURSELVES. LONGER.
Vjp TO THE present time, Germany
is winning this war. Germany, the
beast.
wild
r.
the
-'
moni Nations. Germany, by ennding, by barbarity by atrocity be- For ,derrnan, tlvrd ward. John
is chomaieri
yond the pale of civilization
Republican, received 121.
subjugating the world. Now, today.
only
majority of 19 separating
)with
m
the fate of Civilization hangs
ToHn H. Walker. Democrat,
the balance. There is no long-r- .
,7
aMerman. fourth ward. R. L.
room on this earth for Freedom Baca.
113,
received
Pcprblican
nd Germany. Which do we choose' airMnt 74 for Trinidad C. de Baca,
Of course, as our fathers of old. Democrat.
we choose Liberty. Are we. as were
Th- - bond issue of $10,000 worth of
they, ready to die for Liberty? bonds for th? moving of the City
LET US BE SURE OF THAT.
Ha'l Mso carried by a large majority.
WOW THEREFORE I. W. E. L1ND-SEGovernor of the State of New UNITFD STTES GRAND JURY
TO INVESTIGATE 120 CASES
Mexico, do appoint APRIL SIXTH.
1918, a day of prayer, or other rePUBLIC
a
and
The spring term of the United
ligious observance
Mav the clergy, on States district court is now in session
HOLIDAY.
that day, proclaim from every pul- 'n Santa Fe, with Judge Colin NeMett
The work of the grand
pit, the Liberty of the God of our nreiding.
Fathers in contrast with the Slave- :urv promises that the term will he
ry of Odin and the sword, the map Mont;. It is reported that something
ped fist, the poisoned gas, the sub
like 120 cases will be submitted for
marine assassin and the liquid f re investigation
have
and witnesses
OUR GALLANT SONS are in the! been here this week from all over
trenches, on the so:l of France, ami the stnte. Of particular interest w'll
their blood of our blood is shed he some of the cases growing out
dnily in the holy cause of I.ib'rtv. lof cbrn"cs of disloval utterances and
Liberty for us to nrw and to sac-- 1 attemnts to obstruct the operation
of the draft act.
rifice. Liberty and Freedom.
THIS IS a time for sacrifice and1
Let us save food, sv c SMUFI. roMPFRS SAYS
labor.
THIS IS LABORER'S WAR
clothing., save time, buy liberty
our lives. our
;
Bonds and
Th-is laborers war. No element
fortunes and our sacred honor l
the snnnort nf flip Government in of 'he oeoM' . of this country, or of
eonntn-swould suffer more
joth-- r
the prosecution of the war.
THIS IS "a time for mil:tant patriot- - "'an the workers from a German,
Let us cense to speak of virtnry a German peace..
ism
mean by n
peace without victorv. prod the: Whit the Germans
whi'c Liberty "s'ronrf ne'er" a 'German peace." I,
Citizen who s'e-p- s
expressed by Gen. Von
perishes, suppress the seditious k I "s recently
:"wt a leading Prussian conser-- j
the traitor and entrain the spy for
hell. Otherwise. Civ:lization must vative.
"For "1 t'1,r" n
principle
perish and Liberty die.
.
and we recocflize nV
TO EVERY man woman and cHM to he
bold
We
ttvirht
that
is ntht.
In N;w Mexico let me appeal: That
sentiment.
Community w" ms
your
you
support
com-- :
nor
consideration,
Council of Defense, your County humanity
We m- -t have RclgMim and
Council of Defense, vour State
,u nnr,, "f France
France must.
Counc;l of Defense aiding th-ne mane to pay mini sue is dh-i- i
with diligence
We must have a strf.ng
DISLOYALTY MUST BE FIRT whitWHIPPED ON ITS OWN GROUND peace."
MHnmners snoke well for Ameri- SERVICE IS individual, and th se
Councils are the agencies of the ran 'nlmr when he said.
The Piub;c of the United Stafs1
people and the State for lighting is not perf
rt: ;t has the imnerfee- the torch of Liberty in each com- tinns
of the h"man but it is the best
munity, hamlet, town and city. country on the
of th? earth and
Look at the casualty lists from the
who do not love 't enoutrh to
trenches, from the battlefields on ihop
work for it to fiirht
.for it, .to die
.,
and under earth and in the sky
wo""y OI tne P"vu"ge
from the high seas and underneath
"
its waves. Think of the fate of the OI 'T' vln
sav to the Kaiser, I say to the
.1,.
,i,
in
Germans
the name of the Amerithe Italians, the Armenians and the can
You can't talV
labr mo' -- ment:
Russians. Think if their fate was
workers;
pcare wi'h the Amer-'caour fate.
DOUBTLESS THEIR FATE WILL can't talk to us at all now. We are;
von can't talk neace with us; you
BE OUR FATE IF GERMANY
now. E:ther you smash your
WINS THE WAR
or we will smash
SET UP the standards upon the
REORGANIZATION OF THE
tor you"t"acy
...oti.
,
.
,i, it m.
.
vi Ci.i.,
, .
u iai l j iiian
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF ROS- nana wif , k.
in
ne
worKincmen or nmenca nave
the watch strong.
WELL, NEW MEXICO.
a trem"ndo'-interest to serve, a vital
F HAVE hereunto set
my hand and cause to defend,
surnaswork
a
Newt Bulletin)
of
(Educational
caused the Great Seal of the State
vrie year ago me puni c scnoois
Of New Mexico to be affixed D nc sing importance to accompusri. wnai
to mem is vital to nmer'ci or noswen consisien oi a nign scnooi
at the City of Santa Fe this 25th andvitai
to th? wor'd. That thev see their with the eighth grade attached as
day of March ' A D
''"'V an'' ,ne Breat mass of them are a sort of an appendix, a large central
W E LINDSEY
PSeal)
Governor ' 1,erfrrning it with unimpeachable school including ail grades except the
Attested-ANTO- NIO
h'vMty is a cans for congratulation eighth, one primary school of five
LUCERO.
.grades, one of four grades, one of
"serretarv nf "state to ,ne Nation and to the world.
fs.auv, aiiu uiil u uni gi aui.
lodav the entire school system is
THE MOTOR TRUCK AS AN
HUGHES AND HENING
plan,
A,D TO BUSINESS PROFITS organized on the
ADDED TO HERALD FORCE
consisting, of a high school of four
9
UNDER NEW ORGANIZATION:
to 12), a grammar
The A W Shaw Company of;years (grades
Chicaeo will "soon issue a book on school of four years organized on
The Central Printing company his '"The Motor Truck as an Aid to Busi-:h- e
departmental plan (grades 5 to
bought and assumed charge of the ness Profits." The book will conta:n 8)- and five prrnary schools of four
each. To provide for tin
plant and business of the Albuquer- - 500 pages, fully illustrated, and will Brad
build-tinu- e
que Evening Herald and will con- - treat exhaustively of the uses to reorganization the old Central
publication of the newspapor which the commercial vehicle can be '"s. h?s been thoroughly modernized
as an afternoon daily. Under its put today, the means of getting the and three new primary buildings
ownership which took charge most from it and the agencies which eluding a total of twenty rooms have
April 1, the Herald will be independ- - increase it efficiency. The author 'lee.n a.fl',ed an(1 are ".w occupied,
th PurPse
f this article to
ent in political policy. The plant is S. V Norton, manager of truck
Phnomenal
will be moved at once to the new tire ales of the B. F. Goodrich Rub- - Ta,e tneL.st,or,v of
change which has tak.n place w.th- Herald building at Third street and her Company.
the sh,ort. Penod of 'welve months,
For the business man who is con-- i
Copper avenue. Extensive improve-- !
me eight
.
,f
ments in plant and news service are
the purchase of a trueV A.Koswe!' 1s.a
.
annnuneeH a welt ae aHHitinn m n, ...t, :
1,. ,:
t, thousand souls and is located in the
Pecos
hundred
miles
the commercial printing equipment. nerform mor- - effectively. Mr. N- ofva,'cy ab.ont
west
eastern boundary of the
..
11.. ...i...ui..
f
Thnma. Hncrho. ic n,M.n
state. Some years ago the city ex- . ...'
new ri.mrin anH H R H.ntM
r. -- n. ...u
:..f
aecretary and treasurer, will be the from horse to motor delivery, how
managing editor of the Herald. G. to plan a delivery system, keep track
S. Valliant, one of the retiring own- - of costs make the" truck last long-- !
in- ers, remains with the newspaper as er. "et the driver's
its business manager. The Central stall a bonus system, and keep down
Printing company is strongly financ-- ! tire exn-nsed and is prepared to give Albuquer-- j
Mr. Norton, who 1ns boen con- -'
ne and the state a thoroughly nected with the truck industry s;nce
modern and efficient newspaper. Its its infancy, has obtained much
printing plant, when Me information not only from truck
completed and installed in the new makers, but from users of thousands.
will
be the most complete of trucks in a'l parts of the world.
nuilding
piani oi its Kina in tne soutnwest.
After threatening rain for a few
Some thousands of women voted days a light shower fell W"dnesday.
in New York city yesterday, but so
the dust.
According to a
far as reported the pillars of society settling
locaj prophet, there will be a frewere not shaken, the Manhattan quency of showers during the week.
skyscrapers are intact, and the subLogan Leader.
ways, surface lines and elevated
roads are running as usual this
Giving credit where credit is due
is all r'ght in its place, but in Silver
morning. Providence Journal.
City the merchants prefer spot cash.
The paramount idea of Will H. Silver City Enterprise.
Rays, the new chairman of the Republican national committee, is that
Three years hence some other man
the right thing to do it to elect some will be inaugurated as President of
other man than Wilson as President. the United States. Who? Buffalo
St Joseph News Press.
Courier.
,

future growth of the school population. To this end the unit plan of
construction was adopted. The two
brick buildings were constructed on
exactly the same plan, except that
the one contains but one unit of
building while the other
buildhas two units. The one-uning contains six class rooms, two
toilet rooms, and an office.
The
t
building contains ten classrooms, two toilet rooms, and thr'e
rooms for office, library, and rest
rooms.
When completed each of
these buildings will contain twenty-twclass rooms. It is thot that th;s
will be sufficient to accommodate all
pupils who will ever live in the territory contributory to these buMdings.
In other words, when more school
rooms are needed it will be necessary to procure more school sites
further out.
Another fcat-.irthat was kept constantly in mind was the matter of
economy. Nothing however that is
essential to good schools was omitted. Economy was secured by the
elimination of waste space. In many
primary buildings practically no use
is made of a large part of the basement. In these buMdings only the
"footings" were placed below the surface, and in the tw brick buildings
the rooms on the ground floor are
used for class rooms the same as
those on the first and second floors.
There is absolutely no waste space
in any part of these buildings.
The
brick bui'ding was construct
t
ed at a cost of sixteen cents per
cubic foot, the
brick buildo
ing at eighteen cents, and the
building at nine cents. This
includes heating and plumbing.
In the matter of safety and sanitation the pupils in these schoo's are
to be well cared for. All corridor
floors and stairways in the brick
buildings arc made of reinforced concrete, thus making these buildings
All buildines
practically fireproof.
are equipped with the best of sanitary
drinking fountains, and every class
room is provided with the most
school w'ndow blinds and
with a gravity ventilating system.
But these three new buildings are
not all that have been provided for
the hoys and girls of Roswcll. The!
jold Central building containing four-- j
teen class rooms has bren remodeled
and modernized to the extent of
This buildup- - was!
nearly $l'0m.
e. led nearly a score nf years
'ago
when but I'ttl- - attention w is given

was
needs of the tIioos. But thto the granting of statehood
-t
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PRECIOUS FREEDOM
AND COST OF WAR

GREAT

WHERE GERMANS OPENED GREAT ATTACK

PILESOF BODIES

STRIPPED ON FIELD AND BOOTY
RUSHED TO REAR.

WRESTLER

BELGIAN

FRENCH REPULSE

HAS HAD 23 WIVES

GERMANS HALTED

ATTACKS AT OISE

5WOncnt

American People Must Lend Part, German Prisoners Amazed at Small
Losses of Alliees Compared to
or Pay All to Finance
Whole Divisions of Teutons.
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New Tork. Jean Pierre Plerard,
known In sporting circles as "Pierre le
wrestler, with
Colosse,"
headquarters In New Tork city, mar
claim the heavyweight matrimonial
championship of tbe world. The powerful Belgian has had 23 wives, most
of whom deserted him because of bis
Since bis mar
excessive drinking.
riage to bis latest bride, formerly Miss
Julia Jacobson, a Russian woman, Plerard has turned his back on John Bar
leycorn. He Insists that No. 23 comes
nearer to being the ideal woman for
whom he has sought In his matrimonial ventures, and that he hopes to
live long and happily with her.
Pierard was born In Montlgnler sur
Sombre, Belgium, January 15, 1868, and
began life as a chef. For four years
he served the king of Belgium and
then was sought as chef for the crown
prince of Germany. And Plerard de-
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Washington. Regarding the losses
sustained by the Germans in the bat
HUNS MASS AT ALBERT
TIDE OF BATTLE TURNS
lie in Picardy uu official dispatch
from France suld:
Liberal Loam to Government Is Ad"Although us yet our Information Is
ARTILLERY ACTIVE AROUND AR
BATTALIONS
FROM U. 8. MERGED
-.
vancing Financial Assistance to
very incomplete It is certain that the
Our Children, Obviating Total
German losses iu the battle of the
RAS FAILS TO BREAK FRONT
WITH ALLIE8' FORCES TO
Somme have been enormous. I'ristm-orCost by Taxation.
OF ENGLISH FORCES.
MEET TEUTONS.
questioned on March 25, reported
Kighly-eightfor
the
that
example,
(By EUGENE P. LYLE, JR., of The
division of infantry was almost comWestern Newspaper Union News Service.
WMIern Newipapar Union Ntwi Sarvlca.
Vigilantes.)
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London, April 2. The immediate
Ottawa, April 3. Tbe following dis
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division
nnd
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cious thing. Being tliB most precious
objective of the Germans in their at
to
patch was received here from British
thing, II conies highest. No people is heavily. The losses are chiefly due
tacks below the Somme undoubtedly
the machine
headquarters in France:' "Yesterday
which, installed
is the
worthy of freedom thnt Is not willing with determinedguns
railway, which
was the- quietest day since tbe offenmen In shell hols,
nnd cuger to puy dearly for it. In
runs close to the buttle line. While
mow down to the very lust the dense
sive
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will
llnil
uo people possessfact, you
to 'push
energetically
continuing
activity of our airmen, who continued
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wall which
the
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en'The bodies of both friends and
to harass the enemy along tbe front
for it, and you will find no people conchecks them in their drive toward tbe
einiiis arc stripped as soon as possible
and miles to the rearward. It should
of
town
tinuing to possess freedom that does
strategically
important
not stand every ready to pay deurly, by the Germans and left entirely nude.
be remembered that in consequence ot
they are concentrating troops in
The booty thus obtained by seizins
over and over, to retain It.
hordes at Albert, opposite the British
tbe salient the enemy have extended
the
is collect-- ;
and
equipment
clothing
If this wore not true, Itelgluin,
front. The additional fact that they
their front about thirty miles and pro
and sent to the rear so great is the
are endeavoring to rush siege guns to
France, Italy and Knglaud with her sea.
tection against attacks means drawing
city of clothing and leather.
oversea dominions, would now he as
blow
the
Albert
Indicates
Impending
whi n questioned do
largely on their reserves. Tbe AusRussia Is today. If this were not not The prisoners
is not far distant.
tralians are participating in the battle
conceal their amazement at the
true, America would still he neutral, very small number ot
In considerable numbers. The quality
ICngiish uii'l
to
Gen.
command
allied
turn
new
her
cotitemptihly awaiting
Foch, the
pass French dead which
of the reinforcements which have arthey passed in the
under the yoke.
has stated that Amiens is
course of their progress. Finally they
rived from England is highly praised.
to
MILES
Jilood and treasure, anguish and
ir covered and that he is prepared
H
admit the great surprise of their comThe comparative rest of the last few
are the coin we hrlng mand in the resistance of the allied
guarantee It.
has recuperated our troops, who
days
to market; the coin we must pay. Yet roons. Tbev buif in fact, tiroiuiscd
This map rIiows that part of the British lines In the region of Cambrnl,
are
for further eventualities.
ready
Creat masses of enemy troops con
where the Germans made their fiercest nttueks In opening their new offensive.
the coin may hi and, Is expressed in .,.... ,, w(. ;,, ,, ,,....
.. ...... ,,avs
The most trying feature of sustained
Their apparent Intention was to drive wedges on both sides of the Cambrnl tinue to cencentrate in the region ol
dollars ami cent not alone as a syin
operations is want of sleep. Incidensalient.
hoi of the real price we pay, hut
Albert, according to the Reuter cor
FOR VICTORY,
tally, our airmen are curtailing to the
this real price would lie wan- GREAT SACRIFICE
respondent at British headquarters
utmost the slumber of the Germans."
have met the enemy in furious com- Fighting is in progress toward
tonly squandered, or paid In more Premier Lloyd George Says Troops'
of
north
to
the
measure
If
him
U.
but
defeated
the
Hangard.
he.
than
need
bats,
ghastly
everywhere
Berlin. The communication issued
Bravery Has Improved Situation.
r
with sanginary losses.
cold, calm, practical business of
Up to 3 o'clock Monday afternoon
the war office Monday evening
.- Premier Lloyd George anby
inLondonno
Iu
further
of
Mo
the
the
line
not
at
were
the
the
between
bend
says
correspondent,
financing
says: "There is nothing new to
nounced the appointment of General
heart of the heroic transaction.
reuil and Lassigny the Germans made fantry attacks of importance were re
frantic efforts to break through, but ported against the British front, al
Vainly would the soldier shod his Foch as commander of the allied arthe French held them in their tracks, though the enemy artillery was very
blood If he were not trained ami mies on the western front.
London. The war office in its an
In making the announcement, the
and, in addition, recaptured several active and Arras was being heavily
equipped to make Ids blows count to
nouncement Tuesday evening says:
shelled.
AMERI villages.
the utmost, and the cost of this train- premier said:
HUNDRED
THOUSAND
The day passed quietly on the British
"For the firls few days after the
Not alone has Von Hindenburg lost
ing ond equipment Is an Item that may
CANS TO HELP ALLIES STEM
front. There was no serious fighting
German army hud launched upon our
With the French Army in France,
numbers of men killed or wounded, but
he, and Is, expressed in an exact numRUSH ON PICARDY.
on the French front." The report from
both the British and French armies April 2. A daring attempt by the Ger
ber of dollars added to on exact num- lines an attack unparalleled in its conField Marshal Haig's headquarters In
have taken a considerable number of mans to cross the Oise and form
ber of cents. Ills country must upend centration of troops and guns, the sitFrance says: "Except for minor en
new prisoners and also captured ma- bridgehead permitting future advances
precisely this amount to enable him to uation was extremely critical.
I
.
"Thanks to the indomitable bravery
terprises which we carried out in the
defend her.
chine guns. At laat accounts the Ger- was easily frustrated by the French,
BRITISH GAIN IN ARRAS mans had launched a fresh attack to One of the famous storm battalions
Serre and as the reConsequently we of Amerlcn are of our troops, who gradually stemmed
Italian and Spanish Women Have Toe neighborhood of
of which we captured a German
sult
now confronted with the biggest war the
the region between the rivers Luce succeeded in getting over near Cbauny
enemy advance until reinforceMuch Temper.
post, the day passed more quietly on
bill In history. One year of this war ments could arrive and our faithful
and Avre and fierce fighting was in but never returned. It was almost enhad he accepted the Job the whole battle front.' In the sector
remained
dares
There
annihilated.
Is costing us us much ns nil the wars ally could enter into the battle, the sit- FRENCH HURL BACK ENEMY IN progress.
that,
tlreley
we have had before added to all the uation 1b now improved. The struggle,
The reports from both the British only about 100 unwounded men, whom tbe war would be over ; perhaps, there between the Avre and Luce rivers
DESPERATE
never would have been a war.
Monday the British took fifty prisonother expenses of our federal govern- however, Is only In Its opening stages
and French war offices seemingly indi- the French took prisoner.
FIGHTING.
ment since we first won our freedom. and no prediction of Its future course
Plerard was only eighteen years oi ers, the war office announces. Thircate that the allied troops have reachNearly all the bridges crossing the
cun yet be made.
and the age when, In 1886, he was married the teen machine guns were captured.
ed the limits of their retrograde move- Oise have been destroyed,
Lending to Our Children.
on the first time. His wife died in child- Near Hebuterne the, British made a
"With the cordial cooperation of the Western
hold
French
canevent
ment.
In
strong
have
positions
Ungrudgingly, yes! Of that we are
any
they
Newspaper t'nlon Newi Service.
He eloped with a boardlnf successful stand, capturing machine
while all fords are cov- birth.
southern
celed
the
Field
Marshal
bank,
proudly conscious thnt there Is no British and French commanders in
engagement
Paris, April 1. The battle is slack- von Hindenburg made with himself to ered by artillery.
house mistress and left her when be guns and prisoners. A German counquestion. The one and only question chief, General Foch has been charged
to news reaching
Is the practical question of finance. by the Ilritish, French and American ening, according
At Plemont two German divisions, found she had a husband. With hif ter attack was repulsed.
ot take dinner in Paris on All Fools' day.
How shall the money be found? We governments to
the action Paris late last night. Tbe attacks
which had received strict orders to ex third wife he lived 13 years. Plerard
The fighting between the big guns
violent
the
less
Germans
have
been
No Strikes While U. S. Ii at War.
ourselves must supply It, since It can- of the allied armies on the western
ecute an advance whatever the cost, had by this time taken up wrestling, was particularly heavy between Monthas
been
and
less
and
it
numerous,
that and capture a height, found them- and in his search for a perfect woman didier and Noyon, where the battle
Washington. An agreement
not be borrowed elsewhere. Hut how? front.
observed that the enemy is feverishly there shall be no strikes or lockouts
"It Is clear that, whatever may hapThe bill Is too big to pay cash ou
selves confronted with a French divi began to marry at the slightest provo- line bends eastward, and which is a
in
the
himself
in, particularly
during the war and a recommendation sion which would not give way before cation. Some of his marriage contract! danger spot of great importance to the
the nail ns we go. And, furthermore, pen In this battle, the country must digging
of
Lasslgny.
that all industrial disputes be settled the fury of the German attack. For a lasted only three months and one lastto pay nil ns we go would be Just be prepared for further sacrifices to neighborhood
Germans, the penetration of which by
by a government mediation body are moment the French were forced back, ed only 72 hours.
neither to ourselves nor to our pos- Insure final victory. I am certain that
the French would necessitate a rapid
With
in
American
France,
the
Army
the
of
national
a
en
anc
Italian
declares
Pierard
principal
no
from
will
came
sacri
provisions
that
shrink
at the
the nation
but took breath and
terity.
withdrawal of the Germans eastward
It would not be Just to ourselves fice which is required to secure this April 1. Sunday the British were war labor program projected by repre- emy again with such a rush that the Spanish women have too much temper from the Amiens sector.
of their long line sentatives of
the
whole
holding
labor
and
and
women
too
French
are
because we alone will not be the
capital
Germans were driven from the height,
capricious. Eng
result, and the necessary plans are
nuAlthough the Germans have been
made public by Secretary of Labor leaving 700 prisoners, Including twenty lish women are too cold, and German
The generations to come will being carefully prepared by the gov- with strength. They had smashed
British positions in
va
merous
at
German
attacks
bombarding
heavy
In
too
Wilson.
he
was
The
women
drawn
the
benefit Incalculably benefit
up officers, in the hands of the French.
program
ernment and will be announced when
stupid. Russian women,
at Passchendaele
rious points and successfully taken the by six
of capital, six
crties preserved to them and It Is Farllament meets."
lines further south have believes, are the best because thej and particularly
French
representatives
The
initiative on several occasions.
along the Goeberg ridge, northof labor and two men representing the stood firm against
proper thnt they should be left to
savage assaults, are obedient and wait on their hus east of Ypres, there is no indication as
n fair proportion of the debt.
Wilson Asks Clemency for Mooney.
public, after conferences lasting more especially in the region of Montdidier bands hand and foot. He has nevei
that an infantry attack is contemParis. Official announcement was
They lire buying freedom today as
and eastward of that place along a married an American woman and de yet
Sacramento, Cal. President Wllaon made Sunday that the presence on the than a month.
never will, because they have plated. In addition to a continuation
he
dares
much as we. Hut we shall have to has telegraphed Governor William D.
was
which
line
ot
the
subjected
part
Franco-Britisof their bombardment of Paris with a
front of Bulgarian and Cohen Slain Before Naming Higher-Ulend them the money now to pny their Stephens of California asking executo a terrific strain for two days late too much liberty and would make htm
have
gun, the Germans
New York. Seven hours before the last
him
would
so
drive
that
Jealous
share. In lending to our gomrnmcnt tive clemency for Thomas J. Mooney, Austrian troops had been established.
they
week.
endeavored to drop bombs on
again
district attorney's office was to have
in buying Liberty bonds we lend to our now under death sentence.
adcraiy.
Rain is delaying the German
Mooney
the French capital from airplanes.
The American army in France Is to been informed by Harry Cohen, also
children; and gratefully our children was convicted in connection with a
vance along the French and British
Two squadrons of aircraft early Tuesthe
with
shoulder
to
shoulder
as
the
known
the
of
will pay It oft.
fight
Yot,"
"Harry
bomb explosion in a preparedness
Wet weather, if continued, MAN KICKS ON COLD FOOD day morning
fronts.
are
who
British
and
French
name
attempted to reach Paris
of
"man
the
would not
in
the
troops
higher
up"
Any other arrangement
would be of Infinite value to the allies,
July '22, l'JIG, In San Frauclsco,
but the French barrage held them off.
be Just to them for the reason that, which caused the death of ten persons now engaged in the titanic struggle prosecutor's
crusade, who are moving their old forces and
Applies for Divorce Because of Chilled
While the battle of Picardy halted
with the Germans in Picardy. Gen. Cohen was shot and killed. District
should we strip ourselves hare to pay and injured forty others.
supplies over solid earth instead of
Sunday Dinner Supplied
Tuesday In a lull that may only foreall now, we would be crippled In prePershing's entire force has been given Attorney Swann immediately ordered
churned
has
into
which
been
Wife.
ground
by
shadow the breaking of a new and
into the hands of Gen. Foch, the new the apprehension of Sam Schepps,
paring our children for the ordinary
British Put Turks Out of Action.
a condition where every step is beset
more terrible storm, American troops
who is to use them who was one of tbe prosecution's star
duties of citizenship. Heller far that
difficulties.
London. The Ilritish column which generalissimo,
wife
his
San
Francisco.
Accusing
were hastening to join In the fray with
where he desires.
we retain enough to so equip them for
witnesses against Charles Becker, the by
won a striking victory on the
The chief German efforts apparently of giving him only cold food to eat their French and British comrades.
success In life that they may without recently
More than 100,000 Americans, inten- police lieutenant who was executed
trout along the Euphrates river, in
on
have been in the region of Moreuil and
Sundays, Gordon Gauntlett, repreundue hardship take over their quota
sively trained and fully accoutred, are for the murder of Herman Rosenthal, Albert Around these
Mesopotamia, putting out of action the available
places there has sentative of an Eastern wire and cable Socialists and Thompson Men Lose.
stem- gambler, in 1912.
of this war's burden! Hotter for us, entire
use
in
for
immediate
in
Turkish force
the Hit area,
been stern fighting with the Germans company, filed suit for divorce here
and bettor for them !
Chloago, April 3 Every Socialist
ming the tide of the German hordes,
has advanced to a point eighty-threburling their fighting men at the allied against Katherlne Amelia Gauntlett candidate in Tuesday's councilmanie
railAustrian
on
Sound common sense, then, as well miles
Divisions
at
of
and
numbers
Front.
them,
large
beyond Hit, the war office an- road
lines in serried ranks, which have The couple was married in New Tork eleotlon here was defeated, according
as equity, points lie way. The war's nounces.
trains and in motor trucks, and
Washington. Forty new Austrian
In 1907. Gauntlett offers his wife cash
The number of
to
burden should bo divided. Let us pay has been Increased to .1,000. prisoners even afoot, already are on their way divisions have been distributed along been mowed down by artillery, ma- and
complete returns. There
property amounting to more than werevirtually
rifle fire. The effort In
thirty-thre- e
Socialists running In
In cash as heavily as we wisely may
to the battle front.
the Italian front, the Italian embassy chine gun and
$10,000.
beis
as
considered
Moreuil
the
region
wards of tbe city. In
the thirty-fivthat Is taxation. Hut the rest let us Big Gun Hits Paris Church; 75 Die.
was advised by cable from Rome, and
s
to
reach
the
an
attempt
leuve to the future beneficiaries, lendaddition, every candidate Indorsed by
From the region of the Somme this activity has convinced the Italian ing
Paris.- - Seventy-fivpersons were
railroad, which is four or five
Mayor William Hale Thompson, whose
ing them the money now that Is buy- killed and ninety wounded, most of southward to where the battle line military men that the battle In France
miles distant.
war attitude has been criticised, went
ROUTED MERRYMAKERS
ing Liberty bonds.
them women and children, when a turns eastward, furious fighting con will not prevent an offensive against
There have been American troops
down to defeat. The new council will
Freedom's Great Price.
but
on
tlnued
various
every
sectors,
"TWO-BITItaly.
a
"
shell
fired
WITH
German
PISTOL
by
long range
involved in the struggle in Picardy
contain two Socialist holdover alderThe present moment is a good time
and
has
been
where
the
held,
enemy
a
on
in
fell
church
the
region of
since the morning of March 23, but
men. The Socialists polled approxito contemplate what will happen In- gun
Japan Yields to U. S. Views.
Paris while Good Friday services were even pushed back at some points. No
Tovey, HI. Will Lorrlsey Is
now is leading more
mately 64,000 votes out ot a total of
evitably happen if we do not lend to being held.
where has he been able with his great
American diplomacy General Pershing
Washington.
Tovey's original gun man. He
about 390,000 cast.
posterity to help pay freedom's huge
masses of men to gain ground, except apparently has scored another victory. than 100,000 of his men, but just how
proved It at a ball given by the
price. Nothing Is clearer than the alan infinitesimal tract from the French Advices reaching diplomatic quarters many is as yet not known, to a point
Finnish Red Guards Defeated.
Soldiers' Farewell club. With
Morten's Niece 8lain by Mystery Gun.
ternative.
The British and indicate that Japan has definitely ac- assigned to them by General Foch, the
London Finnish Hod Guards have north of Moreuil.
"pistol" in hand and a dime-novNew York. Word has been received
If we do not lend nur government bn-- defeated at Taiuinerfors, north of French machine guns and riflemen cepted the view of this country and leader of the allied forces in France.
shout he routed the merrywhat It asks of us In loans, then we Helsiiigfors, by the government
here that Mrs. Edward H. Landon and
again tore great holes in the ranks of will not intervene in Siberia.
Marcame
to
makers
forces,
he
until
Check for $5,500,000 War Profit Tax.
must consent that the total cost be
two daughters of New York were
according to a 'enter dispatch from the field gray as they endeavored to
shal Dominlck Gaeti.
He of
tnken from lis outright by taxation
killed in Paris when a shell from a
New York. A check for 15,500,000,
The rebels are said to pass forward. So great have been the British Ship Sunk by Mine; 41 Lost.
1'etrograd.
the
law
and
, order
playfully
even by a prorated confiscation.
German gun struck a
London. A British destroyer struck the largest so far paid for corporation
have lost lO.eoO prisoners and twenty-on- losses of the Germans in front of the
38 Colt st tbe "bad
a
pointed
Hefore such an alternative even the
church there on Good Friday. Mr. LanBritish north of the Somme that Sun- a mine Wednesday and sank, it is of- income and war profit taxes, has been
Lorrl-sey- 's
guns.
man"
and
disarmed
him.
having propGerman, or
don is a retired New York attorney
One officer and received by Collector William H. Ed
day saw them unwilling again to take ficially announced.
"revolver" proved to be his
erty Interests In this country', should
and has been in Paris most of the time
wards of the Wall street district, it
Fears Attack by Austrians.
Along the forty men were lost.
up the gage of battle.
brother's two-bi- t
Italy
little
cap
choose to subscribe for Liberty bonds.
since the war started. Mrs. Landon
was announced. It was learned that
Imminent Scarpe the British themselves went on
Washington, April 1.
In our own
was a niece ot Levi P. Morton, former
apart from danger of an attack by the Austrians the offensive and to the east of Arras
the largest single check received by
France Raises Railway Rates.
the Issues vital to the integrity of our In great force upon the Italian lines captured the village of Feuchy. On the
vice president of tbe United States
Paris. The Chamber of Deputies Collector Edwards for an individual inmnnhood, we can do no less no less was emphasized at the Italian em- southern end of the line the British has adopted a bill increasing railroad come tax was one in excess ot
and once governor of New York. Her
than lend to the last cent we mny pos- bassy.
MISSING
EYE HIS UNDOING daughters are Mrs. Ralph Speed and
and French troops, fighting together. passenger rates by 25 per cent
not
once
merely,
Miss Ruth Landon.
sibly save; nnd this
but each nnd every time thnt Uncle Pope Protests Paris Bombardment.
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not the only one who wnlts. Wherever and the wholesale massacre of peo- Her three other children jumped from Baltimore Saturday, tbe first annivercaused Eric Hill to be returned fifteen thousand. Partial returns from
and escaped. Mrs. Measday sary of America's entrance into the near the south of the Danube and shall eye
a
window
men are free or suffer to be free, there
counties
out of seventy-onple," says a Ileuter dispatch received was found unconscious in the milk- - war. While in Baltimore the Presi- withdraw her troops from Bessarabia to Boulder, Mont- - to face a charge of fifty-sithey nwnit our response ns the nnswer here from London.
to death a miner there last gave Lenroot, 92,677; Davles, 82,773;
house near by when neighbors went to dent will also review eighteen thou within two months. All the evacuated stabbing
to their hopes. And there Is yet anSeptember. Just before he died the and Berger, 55.006. On the basis ot
tbe rescue of the widow and her fam- sand troops from the National Army places shall be occupied immediately miner
other who wnlts the enemy. In
Is reported to have said, "That Republican and Democratic assertion
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Federal employment
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HOOF

and nailed together sideways, so the
edges of the different strips are placed

MAKES

claim that curved
rafters are stiller when the edges of
the boards are placed out and In.
Rafters are made wide enough to be

u

BARN

UllttHt

This Type of Building Gives

Dis-

at Small Cost
ANY

POSTS

Style of Construction Provide Aemo
f Capacity for Storage in Propor-tlo- n
to Amount of Material Used.
,

Mr. WUluun A. Radford will answer
VMMttana
and fire ad 7lo FREE OF
COST on all subjects pertaining to the

object of building work on the farm, for
the readera of this paper. Oa acoount of
hi wide experience aa Editor, Author and
Manufacturer, he la, without doubt, the
alalimt authority on all theee subjects.
S, (Urine all Inquiries to William A. Rad-ffir- d.
No. 1827 prairie avenue, Chlcaso,
CO., and only Inclose three-cen- t
stamp for
reply.
By WILLIAM

A. RADFORD.

Oothlc roof bams those with curved
roofs in the form of a pointed arch-- art
fatting to be quite common. There
are a few leaders among the farmers
In every community who occupy a conspicuous position and who favor the
Unique or distinctive type of farm
building for that reason. These like
the gothlc roof barn. Even If the cost
should be a' trifle more, they gladly
stand It because of the distinction
which a big barn of this type gives a
farmstead.
The
barn with a gothlc
roof is not so common. Barn builders
have worked out a standard solution
to the
problem of the
gothlc barn and it seldom gives trouble any more ; but when the contractor
g

stiff, and thick enough to add the necessary strength. Built up in this way
from segments cut out of good material and thoroughly well
through and through as the different
segments are added, it is possible and
practical to make each rafter into a
very stiff stick of timber.
Whether a rafter is solid or whether
It Is made of openwork in truss fusion, It must have the push and pull of
the truss principle. This Is a law of
construction that niUHt not be Ignored
in building a roof after this Gothic
roof plan.
The principle is a good one, and the
roof when finished is very neat and
pleasing, both Inside and outside. It
gives the acme of capacity for storage,
consistent with good building construction and proportioned to the amount of
material used. A certain value Is add'
ed to the finished building because of
the appearance. Style has a commer
cial value, even when applied to
farm barn.
The stable floor plan of this barn
provides an excellent arrangement for
taking care of both cows and horses
In the same building. Stalls for 30
milk cows are arranged In the main
section of the barn, while the horse
stable is in the "L."
side-nalle- d

tinction to the Farmstead

MOW IS WITHOUT

BRITISH UNBROKEN,

out and In.
Some builders

OLD

SONGS

AND

MEMORIES

Work Together to Transport the Elder
ly to Scenes and Joys of the Long
Ago.

The riches of old age are men
orles beautiful memories. The pau
per In the poorhouse, with bis mind
stored with treasured visions of a
noble past, is richer than the Croesus
in his mansion, haunted with ogres of
meanness, oppression, unfair advan
tage, trickery and penury. Happy In'

HONS SLAUGHTERED
Important Incidents of First Week
of Great Battle Are Given
to Public.

GERMAN AIMS
Mowed

NOT

REALIZED

Down by Halg's Heroic Men,

the Kaiser's Troops Push To-ward the Somme by Sheer
Force of Numbers.

nnnannanB

DIFFICULTIES OF TRANSPORT

LATE

QUOTATIONS
Western Newspaper Union Nati Service.
DENVER MARKETS.

Fat steers,
Fat steers,

Cattle.

ch. to prime. . .$18.75014.35
good to choice. 12.00 18.76
18.00

Fat steers, fulr to good..., 11.00
.50 10.86
Heifers, prime
Cows, fat, good to choice..
9.2510.16
Cows, fat, fair to Rood.... 8.00$ 0.00
8.00
6.60
Cows, common to fair
Veal calves
12.O0wH.OO
Bulls
.00
7.26
Feeders, good to choice... 10.00(11.25
.60
8.75u
Feeders, lair to (food
Feeders, common to fair... 7.754 8.60
moraem, (rood to choice...
25(01010
8.16
8.25
Blockers, fulr to good
Good hogs
$16.5O17.00
Sheep.
ldinbs. light
I1S.0018.65
18.00
17.26
l.Hinb, heavy
r.wes
13.UO'(f 14. ZD
If.z5 10.00
Yearlings
Wethers
13.76(&15.00
.

Sen-se-

room.

close examination of the photograph of this Job during construction
will be both Interesting and Instructive to other builders. The hip and
valley rafters are made very heavy.
Their curvature is, of course, not the
same as that of the common rafters,
but corresponds point for point the
same as a straight blp or valley corresponds to its common rafter. The
task Is to lay out the diagram and
fashion the curves on this high scale.
This style roof Is
with an absolutely clean mow with no
purlin posts or braces of any kind,
that Is, extending below the curved
ribs. Several tines of boards are
nailed on diagonally across the roof
from one end at the plate up to the
A
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Pbour.

Hungarian patent, 98 lbs. lacked,
f 4.86
subject to discount
DRESSED

POULTRY.

Less 10 per cent commission.
22 034
lurkeya, fancy d. p
88
lurxeys. old toms
20 083
lurkeya, choice
30
27
young
Ueese
jjg
Koosters
18
i

"'",

'.

Live Poultry,
(Prices net
Denver.) 25
23 4i
Koosters, lb
26
Young
211
10
uvur
lbs. or
&3u
Turkeys,
30
Ducks, young
23 (fiZ
Ueese

Egas.
Ebss, gruded No, 1 net, F
(J. B. Denver
Eggs, gruded No. 8 net, F.
J. B. Denver
misc.
Eggs, case count.
cases, less commission. .. .9.60

.35

.

,

View of Barn in Course of Construction.

ridge at the other end to act as wind
bracing.
This manner of bracing, when the
sides of the building are tied together
by the boarding, makes a very solid
structure up to the plates. There are
a great many bolts used In this diagonal brace work. In fact, plank frame
barn construction has led to the use of
bolts quite generally.
Above the plates the design and construction of this barn are also especially Interesting to farmers. The curved
type of bnllt-n- p rafters Is used because
It makes a very neat roof, and because
It gives an exceptionally large mow
space, entirely free from Inside trass
work or bracing.
The curve of the rafters is taken
of to stiffen the roof. These
baiters are built up of segments cut
i Inch stuff, cut to the proper curve

Thrift

A Denver millionaire gave his little
daraghtar a superb doll's bouse. It
ad with eieetrlcty, each bed- (aa tight
had Its privets bath, there was a
PN with a tiny motor car, and
jUiore was area a hangar with an
e.

"Well, my love, how do yon Ilka
ranr new doll's house V the mllllon- asked the Uttle girl during the

Ke
j

"It's an right,' she answered,

lessly.
"Bet wfecre to

Itr said

care-

the million-

aire, leosstn rowod the sumptuous
noreerf.
"Ok," said the Uttle girl with a
iyawn, Tvs rented it furnished to
Ornate saUMs tar SB cents a week."
;

d

and bright garnet military sash, a figure home on a furlough after Antlet-am- ,
will come into the room and stand
at grandma's side. You will not see
him but she will she will hear the
strong full voice, silent for 30 years,
joining with her light soprano, singing
ToU the bell for lovely Nell,

My sweet Virginia bride.

Oh wonderful,

wonderful music that
can transport us over the years to
scenes long gone and make us live
again with loved ones long at rest!
Bless the old songs. They are the
golden gates to the Paradise of yesterday.
Songs and singing were never more
needed than now. Food for the soul
as well as the body Is the call of the
hour. Moreover, there need be no saving of music. From the Etude.

9.75

Arizona's Potash Find.
Potash has been found in Arizona,
90 miles north of Parker, says the San
Francisco Argonaut It Is confined to
an underground basin in a state of
solution and the brine Is pumped easily. The basin la not far from the
Colorado river, but the two are not
connected. Explorations so far confine the basin to an area six miles In
diameter. A well 75 feet deep has
been bored Into the basin, but this Is
not the deposit's full depth. Potash la
of great value In the uses of commerce and manufactures, and this discovery Is of especial Importance just
now In time of war. The analysis of
the brine Is so encouraging that the
district where it lies already has been
staked full of claims.

counter-attackin-

rs

TAKEN FROM EXCHANGES
The first automobile manufactured
entirely In New South Wales recently
made Its Initial run from Sydney to
Melbourne, a distance of 600 miles.
An easily attached shield has been
Invented for protecting the glass wind
shield of an automobile from rain without interference with the vision.
Each pew In a church In Europe Is
heated separately by an individual
electric unit, which can be regulated
to aqit Ut co$af ort of ltsjccupanta.

042
If 10
3
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Fruit.

Apples, Colo., new fancy, box. 1.0008.50
3.00
1'eura, Colo

Vegetables.

Deans. Navy, cwi
Ileana, I'lnto, cwt
llians, L,lmu, lb
beets. Colo., cwt
CubbuKe, Colo

12.00(214.00

UIDES

10.00
.16
2.00
2.60
1.00

150
'

Carrots, cwt
Cuulillower, lb
Onions, table, do
1'otutoes, cwt
Turnips, Colo., cwt

10fi.12

.36
1.00'd1 1.60
1.26
1.(0

AND PELTS.

Dry Hides.
Flint butcher, lb
Flint, fallen, lb

23
21

12
Flint, bull and stag. lb..
12
Flint, culls and gfue, lb.
05 UO
rJult hides, lb
Horse hides 12 to 23 rjrlca of areen
salted.

Green Salted Cured Hides, etc.
8 O
Over 40 lbs., lb
Under 40 lbs., lb
I a
6
Glue hides and skins
7
Bull mid slug
1'urt cured, lc less.
Green, 2u less ttiun cured.
Calf aad Kip, ireeu halted.
20iu22
Calfskin, lb
12014
Kip, 10
Each.
Deacons
1.0001.25
hlunks
500 .76
.11
irunded
1
Horse. No.
Horse. No. 2
Glue and puny
Celt

5.OO06.VO

4.00(o5.00
2.5003.00

0

50

Ureea Salted Pelts.
Lamb and sheep
Uliuuilinga

.60

Each.

$

Spring lambs

00

uj,

lii
.litQ

2.60
.41)

.60

Dry Flint Pelts.
33
Wool pelts
28
Short wool pelts
20
Hutulier slicurllnus. No. 1...
10
No. 2 muriun HtieurliiiK.
Bucks, suddles uml pieces at value.
MISl'Ul.l.AMCOl
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A motor transport train stopping for supplies while passing through Noyoo
in the Olse sector on Its way to the front. The
roads made
transportation of supplies a difficult problem.

Bar silver

N

MARKETS.

Prices for Metals.

$

.32",

24.50

Copper

i.l
7.211

Lefid

Spelter

TuiiKHten concentrates, per unit 24.00
concen
TuimMten
Moulder, ( olo.
trates, 60 per cent, 820.0041 22.50 per

unit; crude ores, 601 12.00
per cent, $22.0uii
'a 12.60; 10 per
25.00: 25 per cent.
cent, .40ji 12.20.
Boston Wool Market.
Voston.

Wool

Scoured

haMs:

Texas Fine, twelve months, $1.68
fine, eight months, $1.551.60.
81.70 fa 1.75:
California
Northern.
middle county, 11.5501.60;
southern,
1 1.46 'u 1.60.
urexun eastern, ino. l staple. 11.80
61.82 Eastern clothing. $1.50 1.60:
Valley, No. 1, $1.6501.70.
stanle. Il.szro 1.15:
Territory
combing. $1. 70W1.76;
combing, $1.501.55; fine
fine medium
clothing, $1 $1.6001.65;
5511.60.
clothing.
Pulled
Extra, $1.80fi 1.85: AA, I1.T0
61.80; A supera. $1.5001.55.
Kansas City Produce.
Kansas
City. Butter
Creamery,
40c; firsts, 3Hc; seconds, 38c; pack1.72;

half-bloo- d

ing, 31c.

32 He
EggsFirsts.
Poultry Koosters, 20c;

broilere. 25c.
Chieaae Live Stark quotations.
Chicago.
Hogs Bulk, $ 16.85 17.40;
light. $17.0017.65; mixed, $16,559
17.60;
heavy. $15.80& 17.25; rough,
$15. 85ifi 16.20. pigs, $18.50016.50.
Cattle Native steers. $9 85(914.90,
the highest of the year; etockers and
feeders, $8.70011.85; cows and heifers,
$6.506 12.25; calves, $10.50016.00.
Sheep $12.00017.00; lambs, $l(.60O
20.15.
Xew Verk Cotton Prleea.
New York. Cotton May. 33.
July.
38.81; October, 31.61; Decembei, 31.27;
31.17.

January,

Dnlnth Flat

Prim,

Duluth. Minn. Unseed $4.004.1$;
May, $4.13 asked; July, $4.10U asked:
October, $3.65 asked.

Chleace Grata and Provistea Prleeo.
Merrill Reed, a student of South
Corn No. I
Chicago.
S1.T50
No. 8 yellow, $1.60 yellow,
1.80;
No. 4
1.40;
Lancaster (N. H.) academy, for 12, took
yellow. $1.4001.50.
off his clothes and swam a
Oats No. 8 white. 8HllHe;
O02c.
channel. The local Ice company was standard,
Rye No. 3. $3.87.
Barley $1.65 01. 5.
cutting Its supply, and Reed had to
Timothy $5.0008.25.
dodge Ice floes, but he easily reached
Clover $28,006 31.0$.
the other side.
Pork Nominal.
Lard $25.75.
By erecting its retail shop 20 feet
Ribs $23.47083.(7.
back of the property line, a Los Angeles floral Arm preserved two large
Grain la MlnnenpeHe.
clumps of bamboo which have since,
Minneapolis, Minn. Flour ISe hire- by the Installation of numerous
"We $1 $80$ M.
02.01.
lamps, been fashion e4 lata
Barley
m
. .$145
a ,.
towerlgg dertrojlera,
200-fo-

'

Iscan-desce-

.

.

TAUNTING JOLTS
FOR KIND FOLKS

CARE

OF

ANTISKID

DEVICES

Great Harm Will Result From Their
Continual Use Leaving Them
On le Expensive.

Antiskid devices are helpful under
certain conditions, but great harm will
result from their
use. BePicking Up Passengers Does Not en use some devicescontinued
are noisy there is a
temptation to fasten them tightly to
Always Work Out as
the tires. When this Is done the extra
It Should.
pressure nnd the flattening out of the
tires causes the cross grips to cut and
gouge into the tire. When cross
EXPERIENCES OF MOTORISTS grips become worn, sharp and rough,
they should be replaced.
Otherwise
the tread will be cut and moisture and
Trials and Tribulations of Men Who dirt will do the rest.
Tuke off the antiskid devices us
Sought to Aid Those Not Fortunate
soon as the necessity for using them
Enough to Have Cars to Ride
hns passed. Leaving them on when
to Town in.
they are not needed Is highly expensive In tires.
There are reasons why motorists do
Dot pay more attention to the casual
LUBRICATING A SPRING SEAT
pedestrian whom they might pick lip
from the safety zone along the street
car track and carry with them to the Many Car Ownere Neglect to Turn Up
Grease Cup Provided Little
city center. Advices to motorists to
Attention Necessary.
travel with all seats filled as a means
to assisting in transporting the people
cars nre fitted with
Sluny present-daat all hours, and particularly at busy
hours, has been heeded again and again springs mounted on seats that oscillate. These spring seats usually have
by motorists who have all too often re
some means
gretted their kindly feeling later, says car owners of lubrication, but many
never take the trouble simDetroit Free Press. In a gathering of
motorists at a club recently some Inc- ply to turn up the grease cup provided.
idents were related of the trtuls and While It Is not necessary to turn the
tribulations of men who hud decided cup each day, It Is advisable to give
to take the advice and aid those not this part a little attention now and
so fortunate In having curs In which then. In cantilever suspensions the
center hearing of the spring should be
to ride at the time.
well oiled.
Usually this bearing opWhat's the Graft?
erates on a small steel shaft, extending
out
from the frame. In some cases a
One motorist related an Incident
which made him hesitate about stop- lube running transversely of the frame
Is
used, either n grease cup or an oil
ping to pick up u pedestrian, lie said
that he came to u full stop at a safety hole will be found.
zone and asked a man stundlng there
If he would like lo ride downtown. The REPAIRING
OF BRAKE SHOES
man turned round with a sneer and
said, "What's your graft, anyway?" When New Parts Cannot Be
Obtained
Thut man was left where he stood,
Excellent Substitute Found In
with no car In sight und with his ears
Piece
of Steel.
burning from the roasting lie received
within the few seconds It took for the
When brake shoes nre worn, It Is the
motorist in question to get his cur uncustom to replace them with new
usual
der way again.
hut If these new parts cannot be
Another motorist told of picking up purls,
un excellent repair can be
a respectable business man who seemed obtained,
made by bending n piece of soft steel
In a hurry as he ran down n side street
to the main car line.
The business
man climbed In gladly, hut the moment
he took his seat beside the driver
settled back Into thut sent and placed
his boots squarely on the dash of the
BRAKE CAM
car, where he left long scratches which
1
"""""
remained until removed by Unit car
Tfc
owner. That driver said that he had
METAL
stopped for no pickups except soldiers
BUSHINQ
and women and children since tlint
time.
Car Was No Good.
Brake-ShoAnother motorist had a car In which
Repairs.
he took much pride and which was run In fit
cam.
around
the
This should be
ning particularly well at the time he about
Inch thick, the same width
man.
That
a
passenger by as the brake
picked up
shoe, and should be bent
invitation Immediately started to be- to lit
snugly over the cam. When the
whom he
man
cur
of
the
with
the
little
Is in place this bushing cannot
wheel
was riding, and snid that Hint
out of position, and so there Is
mnke hud never been tiny good drop
much danger of it coming off.
not
never
be
mid thut the company would
able to mnke a good car If in business
MIRED AUTOS
a hundred years. The driver was one TO RETRIEVE
of the partners In the company manufacturing the car he drove, so held his Device Serves as Shovel to Make Path
for Stuck Wheel Then Acts as
temper, but lost no more confidence
Track for Car.
In his product by picking up crltlcnl
business men witlwut cars of their
A novel device for retrieving mired
own, but with decided opinions on the
subject with which they had no expe- cars Is one which servos first as a
shovel to make n pnth for the stuck
rience.
So It went on, and man nfter man wheel and then as a track on which
of the party showed plainly by his own the cur tuny he run from the hole.
experience that the dear people who In addition a wheel attachment Is prodo not own a motorcar care little for vided whereby the device may be used
the opinion which the real motorcar as a wrecking truck when one wheel Is
This consists of a metal
owner may have of them after their disabled.
boorish acceptance of a kindness well trough in which are a series of tiro
cross chains which provide traction.
meant but oftentimes not repeated.
One end Is beveled to form a shovel
nnd 'he other Is metal capped,
DANGER IN CRANKING AUTOS edge
carrying a bearing and a wheel attachment and serving as a handle.
This le Especially So When Engine Is
Not Working Properly Little
TROUBLE FOUND IN BATTERY
Tip Is Given.
Corrosion of Terminals Decreases PowThere Is always danger In cranking
er of Current for Lights and
a machine by hand, the more espeIgnition of Fuel.
cially If the engine Is not working
properly, as it may kick even though
If trouble develops In the battery,
Sometimes it which upon examination is found to be
the spark be retarded.
Is hard work to start an engine with up to normal and yet Is not
delivering
retarded spark so here is a little tip: enough current to furnish lights nor
Open the throttle, but leave the spark spark enough to Ignite the fael. the
off J turn the engine over two or three basic fault will very
possibly be found
times, then torn on the spark and pull In corrosion of the terminals. When
the crank upward, not downward, and the terminals are covered with a hard
yon will not be In danger of breaking green deposit, no current can flow.
your arm. Club News. Keystone Auto Sometimes this deposit is so hard that
Club.
It takes a chisel to remove It
y

.87

Butter.
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb. .41
39
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
36
l'rocess
30
Tacking stock

d
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Her.

Buying Pi Ices per Ton.
Colo, upland, per ton
118.001$ 20.00
Nebr. upland, per ton
17. 00'y 18.00
nay (new crop).
Colo, and Nebr., per
ton. .16.00 18.00
20.00
81.00
Timothy, per ton
18.00
16.00
Alfalfa, per ton
tiouth Park, per ton
20.0022.00
uuiiuisofi vauey, per ion. . ls.uuitu.vu
8.00
Straw, pur ton
Grain.
Oats, Nebr., 100 lbs., buying
....S.00
Colo., oaie, bulk, buying ..
.. ..8.00
Com chop, sack, selling . ,
....3.28
Corn In sack, sellina
.8.26
Uiuten Feed, sacked, selling
3.22
,
per 100 lbs., selling 1.77

Peronne-IIam-Chaun- y

deed Is the man who has both beautiful memories and plenty of the world's
goods.
Perhaps you have wondered why old
people demand old songs. It is not
that they have a means of discrimination whereby they feel that the songs
of long ago are better than the same
type of songs made today. Fifty years
from now people may cast the same
halo over the songs of today that the
old folks of today cast over "Alice,
Where Art Thou," "Juanlta" and "Ben
Bolt."
What is It then that makes the old
songs hallowed? It is Its wonderful
power of conjuring up memories the
beautiful memories of the dear, dear
past. When grandma takes off her
glasses and quietly nsks you to sing
one of her old favorites, hunt it up at
once and let her have it over and over
again. It Is the magic talisman which
will open the riches of her memory to
her. As yon sing
Nellie was a lady.
Last night she died,
a tall youthful figure with epaulettes

.

snow-covere- d

HAT AND (.MAIN MARKET.
F. o. B. Denver. Carload Price.)

h

and his men undertook to roof this
building they were up against
a new proposition in the curved blp
and valley rafters where the two roofs
Intersect.
It is the same problem, but on a
In
much larger scale, encountered
building a curved celling in a square

IN FRANCE

MARKET

n

London
Details of the first week
of the great battle In France show
that, while the fighting has been more
severe than In any previous offensive,
there has been no cause for pessimism.
The German losses have been ter
rific, probably 250,000 casualties having been suffered by the kaiser's hosts,
At such cost they won less than one- third of the ground on which they had
counted. The morale of the British
troops has been perfect throughout
and they have fought magnificently.
Million Germane In Action.
These facts stand out:
It Is known that at least 1,000,000
Germans were engaged on the whole
front of attack. In the Somme area
not less than 62 army divisions were
Identified. The British line suffered
Its most severe buffeting In this
stretch, but was firm everywhere.
The Germans believed that a loss
of 500,000 would be a cheap price for
success In the west, but with a loss
already of 2.10,000 there is no pros
pect of their attaining the victory they
seek.
They regained all the ground lost In
the Canibral battle and have taken
back sections of the territory taken
from them In the Somme offensive of
last year.
The fighting was not by any means
a continual German advance.
The
British counter-attackeheavily and
fought for every foot of ground.
Details of the Fighting.
In one battle on the extreme left
the Germans employed not less than
nine divisions In an effort to break
through. For three days the three
British divisions held them at bay.
Finally, under weight of numbers, the
British retired behind Die line marked
by the ruined villages of Bullecourt,
East Nogueli and Crolselles.
The next morning the Germans re
newed the attack, striking northward
from Fontalnelles and Crolselles and
westward from Cherlssy. They drove
In mass formntion, wave after wave,
toward the heights between Henln-sur- Cojeul to Henln hill.
Two hours of drum fire, In which
shells were
gas and
mingled, preceded the Infantry attack.
From eight o'clock In the morning until noon continuous waves of gray-clotroops stormed the heights.
BrlttNh ninchlne guns posted on the
ridge swept down line after line of
Germans. By three o'clock in the afternoon the Teutons had succeeded In
pressing past Henln hill on both sides
and threatened to cut off the machine
gunners posted on the crests. Not
until then did the latter retire and rejoin the main British force.
Similar fighting was going on at the
same time on the right wing. Tremendous pressure was brought to bear
around St. Leger, Vaux and Vrau- court. It lasted all day.
At times under the German blows
THOUGH 70, OLD SOLDIER
the British line sagged heavily, but at
ENROLLS TO BUILD SHIPS
no point did It give way.
Desperate Defense of Vaulx.
Knoxville, Tennl Jnmes W.
A bitter battle was. fought for pos
Sltzler, seventy, of the National
session of Vaulx, but British machine
Soldiers' home at Johnson City,
gunners posted In the ruins of the
Tenn., has volunteered to serve
village held the Germans at bay. A
bis country In building Its great
ruined factory served as a fortress
fleet of ships. He said In his
the
to
which
was
it
despite
shelling
application :
subjected.
"I wish to mnke application
Not until Inte In the afternoon was
for work as a ship painter, havIt Impossible for the British to hold
ing worked at and learned my
the town longer. Even then the retrade. Although I am seventy
treat only went for a thousund yards.
years old I am able to do a day's
The British rear guard fought every
work as well as any young man,
step of the way, and, returning to the
workbeing a general
counter-attacmain body, a
was
man."
lnunched against the Germans in posHe was enrolled.
session of Vaulx and the village was
regained.
The fighting continued all night.
RATE
IS
LOW
Finally Vaulx had to be abandoned MORTALITY
before heavy night attacks, but only
because German forces had pushed Statistician Refutes Statements That
past further up the line and were
War Is Causing Heavy Loss
driving to the attack of Mory.
Among Allies.
Another bitter struggle was fought
around Crolselles. At Mory Scottish
Pittsburgh. Edward A. Woods, life
and English troops Inflicted tremen- Insurance expert and statistician, after
dous losses on the Germans.
nn exhaustive study of mortality In
the present war, has compiled statisSunday Battle South of Peronne.
The fighting Sunday was tremen- tics to refute the widely circulated
All
dous.
day long heavy forces of statements that the war is causing a
Germans endeavored to force a cross- frightful loss of life on the side of the
ing of the Somme south of Peronne, allies.
while further along the line they con"Timely and scientific medical treatcentrated their efforts against Ba- ment has reduced the rate of mortalpaume.
ity In the present war to a lower perRepeatedly German engineers at- centage than that of all great wars,"
tempted to throw pontoon bridges says Mr. Woods.
across the -- river.
On the near-b"More than 90 per cent of the solheights British field guns firing prac- diers put under the care of physicians
tically at point range smashed every and surgeons have been able to return
effort On some occasions British In- to the firing line.
dashed Into
"An American soldier, twenty years
fantry,
the water to fight the Germans.
of age, who Is now In the trenches, has
With the object of capturing
the same chance of being alive at the
and Esslgny, southwest of St end of the war, if it lasts a year or so
Quentln, the Germans employed at longer, as a man of sixty In civil life
least six divisions, or 72,000 men of has of living the same length of time."
storming troops, the 50th, 45th (reserves), 11th, 88th, 187th and 238th,
Jump In Garbage Cost
In the proportion of one division to
Santa Monica, Cal. The Santa Monevery British battalion. The average ica commissioners have contracted to
width of each attack was 2,000 yards. sell the city's garbage for the coming
Ten Tanks Wreak Havoc Amid Foe. year at S18.90 a ton. Last year It
Passing through Urvillers, there was brought $1.60 a ton.
d

djj

a bloody struggle In a chalk quarry,
where many German dead now lie,
After the Germans had come some way
forward ten British tanks drove Into
them and shattered some of their bat
taltons with their machine-gufire.
dispersing groups of the advancing
units.
The British fought many rear guard
actions aud made numerous counterattacks In the neighborhood of Roisel,
falling back to the line of the Somme
only when new masses of Germans
passed through those battalions which
they had not met and beaten.
Between Gozeaucourt and Epepfiy
occurred a most desperate struggle.
The Germnns uttacked In overwhelm'
Their previous bom'
lng strength.
bardment had had little effect and the
British troops had suffered
but
slightly.
The weather was misty, and, screened by tills mist, the Germans were
on top of the British before the lat
ter were aware of It. In dense for
mation they came on, offering excel
lent targets. Ground was yielded by
the British only under pressure of
overwhelming numbers.
Heroic Deeds of the British.
Fighting Saturday between Arras
and Bapaume for possession of the
heights between the Cojeul and
rivers was especially bitter. Out
numbered eight to one, the British
troops clung to their positions to the
last.
In Gauche wood, where Scots and
South Africans were placed, another
terrific struggle ensued. The Germans several times managed to reach
the wood but were repeatedly thrown
back. Their losses In killed were
especially heavy, as they came on In
mass formation.
Attempt after at
tempt was frustrated.
From a height below Gauche wood
known as Chapel hill to Epephy three
German divisions and parts of a
fourtii were thrown against the British. At one point the enemy was ac
tually among the British advance
posts before he was discovered. The
fog thoroughly screenod him.
Waves of Germans flowed past the
farm and around It, but In the farm
Itself the Leicesters held out, fighting
and refusing to surrender until every
man was killed or so severely wounded
he could fight no more.
The British showed the greatest
strength between Bapaume and Peronne and above Bapaume as far as
Arras.
The Germans, however, con'
cerned with the southern flank, at the
Franco-BritisJunction point, concen
trated their most terrific blows against
the
line, relying
on the necessity of an automutlc British withdrawal In the north If their
line was bent or broken In the south,
Bapaume was an obstacle on the
northern side, to capture which they
sacrificed thousands of their best
troops. Rivers of blood were shed for
the town's possession In a combat that
lasted almost all night, until the
British finally yielded the ruins, after
having exacted a fearful price.
Kaiser Orders Jubilation.
The kaiser was with Field Marshal
von Hindenburg In Peronne surveying
the bloody fields where thousands of
his best fighting men were killed or
maimed before the British finally withdrew. The emperor ordered a general
the enfplre,
Jubilation throughout
rockets and flugs and a holiday for the
children being the chief symbols of
celebration. He conferred a gold Inlaid iron cross on Hindenburg.
Wllhelm also sent dispatches to the
empress telling of the progress made
by his armies.

e

Broken Spring.
spring makes an excellent tire tool for a clincher tire. If
It Is part of a very old spring the
thin end will have worn to a sharp
point, which must be touched up with
emery cloth, after which it should be
kept In the tool box ready for use.

Small Wheels and Big Tires,
The trend of the industry in designing motorcars of the
"sport"
type has been to diminish the diameter of the wheels and increase the size
of the tires. There Is no doubt that
by doing this an added rnktshness is
given to the appearance of the car.

Handy Oil Container.
Automobile oil Is now conveniently
d
containers, and
put up In
to empty one the point Is cut off with
a pocket knife and the end thrust Into
the engine port. Into which It drains.

Auxiliary Cooling System.
To take care of the steam generated by the radiator of a familiar automobile an auxiliary cooling system,
to be mounted In the cars falsa
has been Invented

A broken

cone-shape-

i
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Water Works Installed

Chick Raising on Largo Seal
Poultry raising in Dona Ana coun ty will be conducted on a large
scale this year and the county will
be able to add thousands of pounds
of poultry to our meat supply. Mrs.
H. V. Bundy has alreadv hatched
out in her incubators over three
chicks and has now seven
thousand eggs incubating. The plant
will be operated until about the first
of July. Rio Grande Republic.
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Continued.

nil uguiusl a lin k, he Jinltf-1- .
He shook
his head over I lie thought of riding Hf- Surry can't May to sec you off." leen miles Willi those broken hones
In- - told
Unci; maliciously. "I've derid- grinding their edge
together. And
ed In lt't you go alone and take your Kt ill. what else could lie do 7
own lime uIkiiiI starling
As Ionic us
He readied out, took the reiiis uud
that ray use stands where he In you're led Hauler a step nearer so that he
safe as a church. And you're got the, could grasp (he stirrup. With his voice
reins. You can kick off any time you ' In lield the horse iiiiet while he pulled
feel like It, NaheV" He studied Buck's himself upright iiM)li bin good leg.
horror marked face pitilessly.
Then, with pain hurried, jerky move- You've pit about one rhunce tn a tueiitH he pulled oft" the saddle, glanced
million that you can make that pinto around lilni and Hunt? It lehlnd a hue
aland there till some one comes along," lirush. He slipped off the hridle, fluug
lie pointed out Impartially. "I'm will - that after the saddle and Rave Kattler
I UK to
give you that chance, such as it a slap on the rump. The horse moved
Is. And If you're lucky enough to win away and Ward stared after hlin with
out on it well, I'd advise you to do set lips. "Anyway, you can look after
some going. South America Is ahout yourself," be said, and balanced upon
as close us you'll he safe. Kolks around his right leg while he swung around
here are going to know all ahout you, ami faced the cabin. It was nut far
old timer, whether they get to read to u nun with two sound legs. A hundred yards, pe hups.
what's on your hack or not.
Ward crawled there on his hands aud
"And. on the oilier hand, it's a million to one shot you'll laud where your one knee, dragging the liroken leg after
ticket reads. I'd hate to gumlile on him. It was not u nice experience, but
thai horse standing in one spot for two it served one good purpose It wiped
or three days, wouldn't yonV" He from his mind all thought of that black
wheeled Hauler unobtrusively, his eye past wherein Ruck had figured so
"1 hope he don't try to shamefully. He had enough to think of
on the pinto.
follow." he said. "I wuut you to have with his present plight, without wora little time to think ahout I lit- things rying over the past.
In half ii n hour or so Wan rested his
I said to you.
Well, so long;"
Ward rude buck the way he had arms upon his own doorstep and drop-h- -)
his perspiring face upon thru. He
come, glancing frequently over his
shoulder at I'.uck, slumped in the sad- lay there a long while In a dead faint.
After awhile he moved, lifted his
dle with a paper pinned to Ids hack
like a lire warning on a tree and his head and looked about him dully at first
own grass pipe noosed ahout his neck ntul then with a certain stoical acceptand connecting htm with the cotton-- ance of his plight. He looked into the
six feet above his hat crown immediate future and tried to forecast
wood I i
Ward had not ridden a hundred yards its demands upon his strength and to
before he heard Buck Olney scream ' repare for them. He crawled farther
He grinned up on the step, reached the latch and
hysterically for belli.
opened the door. He crawled in, pulled
himself up by the foot of his bunk and
sat down weakly with his head Iu his
Like a hurt animal, he had
bunds.
obeyed his Instinct and had crawled
home.
His eyes went slowly iiroiind the cabin, measuring his resources and his
needs and limitations. He pulled his
one chair toward him the chair which
Buck Olney hud occupied so unwillingly and placed his left knee upon It.
He inaniiged to reach the cupboard
where he kept his dishes, and took down
n bottle of liniment and a box of
vaseline which he hapiiened to
have. He was near the two big zinc
water palls which he had tilled that
morning Just lo show Kuck Olney how
coiil he was over his capture, and he
bethought him that water was going to
be precious in the next few weeks.
He lifted down one pail aud swung
it forwiird us far as lie could and set
it on the floor ahead of him.
Then he
swung the other pail beside it. Painfully he hitched his chair alongside,
lifted the pulls und set them forward
again. He did that twice and got them
beside his hunk. He went back and
the teakettle, found It half full
and carried that also beside the bunk.
Then he rested awhile.
Bandages! Well, there was a new
Ward Rode Back the Way He Had flour sack hanging on a nail. He stood
up, leaned and got it, and while he
Come.
Hourly, with his eyebrows pinched together and that hard, strained look iu
his eyes still. "Let him holler awhile!"
lie gritted. "Do him good, hang him!"
I'ritll distance anil the intervening
hills set a wall of silence between
Ward heard Km k screaming iu fear of
dealli, screaming until he was so
hoarse he could only whisper, screaming because he had not seen Nurd take
his knife and slice the rnpe upon the
limb so that it would not have held the
w eight of u rabbit.

CHAPTER

XI

Fortune kicks Again.
T was past mum when Wurd rode
down the steep sl... to the creek
bank Just above his cabin. lie was
iiuk deep in that mental depression
which ii often follows close upon the
heck of a great outburst of passiou.
Mccjianiciilly he twitched the reins und
M'lit Kattler dowu the lust shelf of bank
- ami he did not look up to see Just
where he was. Kattler was a well trainHe
ed horse, since he was Ward's.
obeyed the rein signal and stepped off a
i wo foot bank into a nest of
lose piled
rocks thut slid treacherously under his
"pet. Sure footed, though he was, he
rtumtded and fell, and it wus sheer in-- :
Mind that took Ward's feet from the
stirrups in time.
Ward sprawled among the rocks,
dazed. Tbe shock of the fall tocfc blm
out of his fit of abstraction and he
pulled away from Rattler as tbe hone
scrambled up and stood shaking before
bim. He tried to scramble up also.
Ward sat and stared stupidly at bis
left leg where, midway between his knee
and his foot. It turned out at an unnatural angle. He thought resentfully that
he had had enough trouble for once
without having a broken leg on top of
It all
"Now this is one deuce of a fix!" he
stated dispassionately, wben pain bad
In a measure cooled his first anger. He
looked around him like a man who la
taking stock of his resources. He was
jot far from tbe cabin. He could get
there by crawling. But what then?
Ward looked at Rattler, standing docilely within reach of bis hand. He
considered getting on if he could, and
riding well, tbe nearest place was fifteen miles. And that was a good, long
way from a doctor. He glarced again
t the cabin and tried to study the situation impersonally. If it were some
other fellow, now, what would Ward
advise bim to do under tbe circumstances?
Be reached down and felt his leg
gingerly. Ho far aa be could tell It waa
a. straight, simple break snapped abort

I

1

was standing he reached for the cigar

box, where lie kept his bachelor sewing
outfit - two spools of very coarse thread,
some large eyed needles to curry it, an
assortment of buttons and .i pair of
scissors. He cut the flour suck Into
strips and sewed the strips together;
his stitches were neuter thun you might

think.
When (lie bandage wus long enough
lie rolled it us he had seen doctors do,
and fished some pins out of the cigar
box mid laid them where he co.ilu get
his lingers on them quickly. He stood
up again, reached across to a box of
canned milk and pried off the lid. "I'm
liable to need you, too," he muttered
to the rows of cans, and pulled the box
close. He took Kuck Hney's knife and
whittled some verv creditable splints
from tiie thin boards and rummaged iu
his "warhag" under the bunk for handkerchiefs with which to wrap the
splints.
When he had done all thut he could
do to prepare for the long siege of pain
und helplessness ahead of him he moved along the bunk until he was sitting
near the head of it with his broken leg
extended before htm and took a last
look to make sure tbat everything was
ready. He felt his pun at his hip, removed belt and all and threw !t hack
ukiii the bed. Theu be turned bis bead
and stared, frowning, at the black butt
where it protruded from the holster
suggestively ready to bis hand. He
reached out and took tbe gun, turned it
over aud hesitated. No telling what In- sane Impulse fever might bring upon
bim and still no telling what Buck
Olney might do when be discovered
that he was not In any immediate danger of hanging.
Then be removed bis boots by tbe
simple method of slitting the legs with
Buck's knife, bared his broken leg In
the same manner, braced himself men
tally and physically, gritted bis teeth
and went doggedly to work.
A man never knows Just how much
be can endure or what be can do until
he is making his last stand in the fight
Ward bad no
for self preservation.
mind to lie there and die of blood poisoning, for Instance, and broken bones
do not set themselves. So, sweating
and swearing with the agony of It, he
set his leg and bound the splints in
place and thanked the Lord it waa a
straight, clean break and that the flesh
was not torn.
.. .Then be. dropped back upon the bed
and didn't care whether be lived or not
Followed days of fever, through which
Ward lived craiily and lost count of the
boors as they passed. Days wben be
needed good nursing and did not get
so much ss a drink of water except
through pain and effort. Hours wben

he cursed Buck Olney and thought be process it wus of necessity, but as
hud him hound to the chair iu the cuh-- j nearly as he could Judge the bone wus
in. Hours when he watched for him, knitting together and would be straight
gun iu bund, through the window be-- ! and strong again if he did uot try to
side the bunk.
hurry it too much. He tried to keep
He bud made a final trip to Hardup count of the weeks as they passed.
j two weeks
before aud had brought buck When the days slid behind him until
supplies for the winter. And because be feared be could not remember he cut
a little notch on the window sill each
lils pay streak of pravel bank bad yielded a fair harvest be bad not stinted morning with Buck's knife, with every
himself on the things he liked to eat seventb day a longer and deeper notch
He lay looking over the piled boxes thun tbe others to mark tbe weeks. The
against the farther wall and wondered first three duys had been so hazy that
if he could reach the box of crackers he thought tbem only two and marked
and drag it up beside the bunk. He them so, but tbat put him only one day
was weak, and to move his leg was out of his reckoning.
He lay there and saw snow slither
agony. Well, there wus a dish of prunes
oi. the window sill.
past his window, driven by a whooping
Ward ate a dozen or so, hut he want- wind. It worried him to know that bis
ed the crackers. He lea mil as far as calves were unsheltered and unfed
be could from the bed, aud the box was while bis long stuck of bay stood unstill two feet from his outstretched fin- touched unless the cattle broke down
gers. He lay null considered bow be his fence and reached It. He hoped
might bring the box within reach.
they would, but be was a thorough
At the head of the bunk stood the workman, aud in bis heart be knew
case of eiiclies and beneath that the tbat fence would stand.
ease of canned tomatoes, the two formHe saw cold rains and sleet. Then
ing a stand for his lantern. He eyed there were days when he shivered unthem thoughtfully, chewing a corner of der his blankets aud would have given
his iindcrlip. He did not want peaches much for a cup of hot coffee; days
or tomatoes Just then he wanted those wben the water froze in the palls besoda crackers.
side the bed what little water was
He took Buck Olney's knift he was left and he chipped off pieces of ice
finding It a most useful souvenir of the and sucked tbem to quench his thirst.
encounter and pried off a hoard from Days when tbe tomatoes and peaches
the ieucb box. Two nails stuck out were frozen tn the cans so that he
through each end of the board. He chewed Jerked venison and ate crackers
leaned again from the lied, reached out rather than chill bis stomach with the
with the board and caught the nails in icy stuff.
a crack on the upper edge of the crackDay by day the little notches and tbe
er box. He dragged the box toward longer ones reached farther and farther
him until it caught against a ridge In along the window sill until Ward bethe rough board floor, when the nails gan to foresee the time wben he must
bent outward and slipped away from start a new row. Day by day his
the crack. Ward lay back, exhausted cheek hones grew more clearly defined,

with the effort he had made and tormented with the pain in bis leg.
After awhile he took the piece of
board and managed to slide it under
the box, lifting a corner of It over the
That was hard work, harder
ridge.
tliuu you would believe unless you tried
it yourself aftef lying three days fasting with a broket leg and a fever. He
had to rent again before he took the
other end of the hoard that 1ml the
goori nails and pulled the box up beside (lie bunk.
Iu a few minutes he made another
effort and pried part of the cover off
the cracker box with tbe knife. Then
he pulled out half a dozen crackers uud
ate them, drunk half a dipper of water
and felt better.
He bad held himself aloof from the
men of the country. He knew the
riders by sight; he bad talked a
little with Floyd Carson two or three
times and had met Seabeck himself.
He knew Charlie Fox in a purely casual way, as has been related, and Peter
Howling Dog the same.
None of these men were likely to ride
out of their way to see him. And now
that his mind worked rationally he had
no fear of Buck Olney's vengeful return. Buck Olney, he guessed shrewd
ly, was extremely busy Just now putting us many miles as possible between
himself and thut part of Idaho. Unless
Hilly Louise would come or send for
him he would in all probability lie alone
there until be wns able to walk. Ward
did not try to comfort himself with any
delusions of hope.
As the days pussed he settled himself
trimly to the business of getting through
the ordeul as comfortably as possible.
He had food within bis reach and a
scant supply of water. He worked out
tbe question of diet nnd of using his
resources to the best advantage. He
had nothing else to do and bis alert
mind seized upon tbe situation and
brought it down to a tine system.
For instance, he did not ojien a can
of fruit until the prunes were gone.
Then he emptied a can of tomatoes into
the howl as a safeguard against ptomaine poisoning from tbe tin, and set
the empty cuu on the floor. During tbe
warm part of each day he slid oiien the
window by bis bunk and lay with tbe
fresh air fanning his face and lifting
the hair from his aching temples.
He tried to eat regularly and to make
the fruit juice save his water supply.
Sometimes he chewed Jerked venison
from the bag over his head, hut not very
often; the salt in the meat made him
drink too much. On the whole, his
diet was healthful and in a measure
satisfying. He did uot suffer from the
want of any real necessity, at any rate.
He had his few hooks within rench.
He read a good deal to keep from think
ing too much, and be tried to meet the
days with philosophic calm. He might
easily lie a great deal worse off than
he wns, he frequently reminded himself.
k

she did uot seem much changed
from tbe girl wha had left the ranch
two mouths and more before.
"I'll take a cup of tea, I'hoebev but
I'm not a bit hungry," she said. "I
ate Just before I left town. How have
you been, Phoebe?"
"We been tine. We been so sorry
for you"
"Never mind that now, rhoebe. I'd
rather not talk about It. Has anybody
been here lately?"
"Charlie Fox, be come las' week
mebby week before las'. Marthy, she
got rheumatis in her knee. Charlie,
be say she been pretty bud one night,
I guess she's better now. I tol' I wash
for her if he brings me clo'es, but he
says be wash them clo'es hlsself. I
guess Charlie pretty good to that old
lady. He's awful p'lite, tbat feller is."
"Yes, be Is. I'll go up and see her'
when I get rested a little. I feel tiled
to death somehow.
Hus Wurd been
iirnuud lately?"
"Ward, lie ain't been here for long
time. I guess niebhe It's been six
weeks I ain't seen bim. Las' time ha
was here be wrote tbat letter. Ha
uln't come no more."
Hilly Louise in tbe last few months
had tried to picture herself alone, with
mommie gone. Her imagination was

tbat

though?

rhoebe put that letter on tbe mantel
over the fireplace the day after Christmas.
Billy Louise refrained from expecting uny reply until after New Year's;
theu she began to look for a letter,
und when the days passed and brought
her no word her moods changed often-e- r
than the weather.
Ward's literary efforts along about
tbat time consisted of cutting notches
lu the window sill beside his bunk.
'
'
T
...
On the day when the stage driver
,
,,
!
'V i .
gave Billy Louise's letter to I'hoebe
'"
V
cut a deeper, wider notch, think"""""r,'V'
made him their plaything and be Ward
Us
Under
saw Hilly I.nulse looking scornfully ing that day was Christmas.
tbe notch he scratched a word with
tiie point of his knife. It bad four
letters, and It told eloquently of the
state of mind he was in.
The letter gathered dust upon the
mantel down at the Wolverine. When
tbe postmark was more than two
weeks old another letter came, and
Phoebe laid it on the first one with
fingers tbat trembled a little. Phoebe
had a letter of her own tbat day. Both
were thin, and tbe addressee were more
scrawly than usual. Phoebe's Indian
instinct warned her that something
was amiss.
This was Ward's letter:

,.,,.

"Has Anybody

Been

Here Lately?"

too alive und saw too cleurly the possi-

bilities for her never to have dwelt
upon this very crisis in her life. But
whenever she hud tried to think what
it would be like she had always pictured Ward beside her, shielding her
from dreary details and lightening her
burden with his whimsical gentleness.
She had felt sure that Wurd would
ride down every week for news of her,
und she had expected to And him there
waitiug for her after tbat last letter.
Whatever could be the matter? Had
he left the country?
(TO

BE CONTINUED.)

OLD LANDMARK IS PRESERVED
Historic General Schuyler Mansion at
Albany, N. Y Associated With
Revolutionary Times.
Ky the dedication of the General
Schuyler mansion ut Albuny, N. Y.,
another Interesting lundmurk of reVo-lutionury duys wus permanently pre
served from the devastating hand of
modern Improvement, notes a correspondent. The house is 155 years old,
having been built in 1T02. Its recent
dedlcutlon by Governor Whitman,
marked the one hundred and fortieth
anniversary of the surrender of
at Saratoga. General Schuyler
took an active part in the campaign
against the Invading British army from
the North, nnd, at Saratoga, he suffered n serious loss in the burning of
the British of his country home and
mills. Notwithstanding this, he acted
the purt of the chivalrous conqueror a
few days luter, when he entertained
General Burgoyne and his staff, Including the Hessian general, Bur on
Iiledesel, and his wife, at his Albany
home, when, as prisoners of war, they
stopped there on the way to Boston.
With the single exception of the famous Washington headquarters
at
Newburg, purchased by the state In
1849, the Schuyler mansion Is more
closely associated with revolutionary
times thun uny other of the historic
memorials purchased from time to time
by the stute for preservation.
Bur-goy-

To Induce Sleep.
When trying to Induce sleep It is
well, observes an authority, to pat
away all serious thoughts and try to
get the mind Into a pleasant, elevated
state. Some people make a habit of
reading before retiring, but too often
one reads on until eyes and head ache.
As a result the following morning the
eyes are bloodshot and bulging from
the overstrain and the Individual has
lost the necessary amount of rest because of this enforced strain. It Is
most important that the ventilation of
the sleeping apartment be attended to ;
that there Is clear, fresh air circulating. Windows should be raised from
the bottom and lowered from the top
also, so that the air may circulate freeThe question of whether It Is
ly.
healthy to sleep with a pillow or without one has been debated many times,
but a happy medium is recommended
as the most comfortable one.

Oh, God, Ward, mommle'a dead. 8ha
died last night. I thought she waa asleep
till the nurse came In at t o'clock. I'm
all alone and I don't know what to do. I
wish you could come, but UT you don't get
this right away, I'll see you at the ranch.
I'm coming home as soon aa I can. Ob,
Ward, I bate Ufa and everything.
BILLY LOUI8B.
Please Ward, stay at the ranch till I
come. I want to see you. I feel aa If
you're the only friend I ve got left, now
Tempting Natives to Work.
mommle'a gone. She looked so peaceful
Tempting natives of British New
when they took her away and so strange.
I didn't belong to her any more. I felt Guinea to work was a process which
as If I didn't know her at all and there was explained during the hearing of
la auch an awful gap in my life maybe a case in London
recently. A man who
you'll understand. Tou always do.

Tbe day tbat letter was written
Ward drew a plan of the house be
meant to build some day, with a wide
He Felt Hie Gun at His Hip.
porch on tbe front, where a hammock
upon him and loving some other man would swing comfortably.
He had no presentiment of Billy's
better; when he saw his name blackened by tbe suspicion tbat he was a need of blm, which was Just aa well,
r stler preying upon his neighbors' since be was absolutely powerless to
cattle; wben he saw Buck Olney laugh- help her.
ing in derision of bis mercy and fixing
fresh evidence against blm to confound ' Billy Louise, having arrived unexblm utterly.
pectedly on the stage, pulled off her
He had all those moods, and they left fur lined mittens and put her chilled
their own lines upon bis face. But be bands before tbe snapping blase in the
bad one thing to hearten bim, and that fireplace. Her eyea ware tired and
was the steady progress of bis broken sunken, and ber mouth drooped pitileg toward recovery. A long, tedious fully at the corners, but aside from

IF WOMEN SHOULD BE NEEDED IN FARM WORK

English Women Learning How to bo Dairy Work Should They Be Needed to
Replace Men and Boys.

at least sufficient skill to be acceptable
to the farmer.

Ascertain If Needed.
Before training the volunteers some
method should be devised for ascertaining whether there is a demand for
the woman workers In the kind of
work they are preparing to undertake.
Information could be obtained
Essential Points Given for Con- This
from the state agricultural college and
the state farm help specialist emsideration by Department
Great
ployed by this department.
of Agriculture.
care should be exercised not to prepare women to go on farms before
there Is an actual demand for their
URGE CAUTION IN PREPARING
labor.
After completing the training, the
women should not be sent Into the
Volunteers Should Be Organized In localities where they are to work until
some one has preceded them to make
Unite and Provision Made for Their
arrangements for their housing and
Own Living Quarters Matron
to determine the basis of wages, etc.
for Each Unit
In most Instances the living quarters
would consist of a camping outfit, as
such quarters as they might obtain in
the community would be the least deTRAINING
PRELIMINARY
sirable of those in the community.
Generally it would be desirable to have
If it becomes necessary in
one person In the group who would do
ense of an acute farm labor
no farm work, but would act as genstringency to accept woman voleral chaperon and matron and would
unteers for farming operations
see to the domestic phases of their
other than the lighter ones to
living and welfare.
which they are accustomed, some
sort of preliminary training will
Aiding the Labor Supply.
be necessary to utilize the large
The departments of agriculture and
class of woman volunteers from
labor through representatives of the
the cities who are unfamiliar
with the
various states
with farm work. This article
agricultural colleges and other agenpoints out some suggestions and
cies are doing the following things to
precautions that should be takaid the farm labor supply, according
en Into consideration In preparto a recent statement of Secretary
ing women for these tasks. The
Houston: (a) Making a survey of the
suggestions given here have been
fnrm-lnbsituation In each comobtained In a study of this probmunity with a view to discovering
lem by specialists of the United
possible surpluses of labor in order to
States department of agriculbe ready to assist in furnishing labor
ture, both In this country and
wherever It Is needed; (b) assisting
In other countries. Many of the
again in shifting lnbor from comsuggestions are based on the exmunity to community nnd from state
periences of England, which hns
to state, as in past years ; (c) protrained nnd is using 300,000
among
moting fuller
women on farms.
farmers in the same community; (d)
so
as
far
possible,
making available,
Women should not be trained to go high school boys In rural districts who
in
farming and
on farms before there Is an actual have had experience
and imperative need for their services. who are not normally regularly or
The department of agriculture hopes fully employed In farming operations;
that it will not be necessary to employ (e) making every effort to see that
women in heavier lines of farm work there is no obstacle in the way of the
than they have been accustomed to production of a larger supply of farma
nnd its fuller use as
doing. If, to save the food harvest, machinery
women are needed In the heavier supplement to hand labor.
operations and the development and
"Who Cares if Bones Ache?"
training of unskilled woman workers
Thousands of women In all parts of
appears advisable, the following points
should be taken Into consideration:
the country are volunteering to help
No woman should be accepted who out on farms that will be short of
The letter
Is not at least eighteen years of age. man power this season.
The wisest policy would be first to which follows is typical of many
register those women who are willing which are coming to the United
to undertake this kind of work, having States department of agriculture. Dethem indicate their previous training partment officials do not believe that
and experience, kind of farm work women will be required In the heavier
they desire to take up, and length of farming operations, but In the lighter
labor on fruit and truck farms and In
time they can devote to it.
helping farm women with their tasks
Two Weeks' Training.
there will be work for women hands.
Before going on the farm, the
"I .want to inquire where I can volwomen should If possible undertake a unteer my services in the agricultural
course of training extended over two labor for my country's service.
I
weeks or more under a skilled Instrucknow this work Is just as important
tor. This course might be given at an ns fighting, nnd as I was raised in the
agricultural or a woman's college, agri- country and can drive a horse and am
cultural schools, or on a farm donnted familiar with all the rounds of farm
by some patriotic individual as a prac life, I feel I .would soon qualify. My
tice farm. In some instances the husband is now doing his bit aboard
course might be under the auspices a transport
of the extension division of the agri"Napoleon Is quoted as saying, 'A
cultural college. Core should be taken man fights on his stomach,' so I would
that no institutions are built up to like to work to enable our men to beperform functions that might be per- come good fighters. The German Bisformed by institutions already in marck in his world plans once said:
existence.
'America is n fine fat pig to be stuck
This two weeks of training wonld later.' So I guess the kaiser thought
to
eliminate those I would even enjoy helping raise som
give opportunity
not physically able to endure farm American fat pigs to defeat them in
labor, and also those whose mental their designs.
make-uIs such as to make them
"Hoping you answer quickly and tell
unavailable. It would also give them me where I can enlist my services, I
sufficient skill so that they would be remain.
Very sincerely.
acceptable to the farmers. Such experience in obtaining woman laborers
as has been had Indicates tbat the
Make Farming a Business.
farmer usually is not willing to take
A young man who is now starting to
woman farm workers Into his home, farm needs to know his business.
and therefore the women will have to Through farm management demonbe organized in units and provide for strations the county agent can show
their own living quarters. This fact him his labor income, that is, what
restricts the types of farm enterprises he had left of his receipts after paying
in which the women will be able to expenses and allowing for Interest on
engage to such as are very intensive the investment and can show him
in character, and highly localized. how bis labor income compares with
The types of farm enterprises of this those of the most successful farmers
kind would be such crops as apples, In that community. The showing will
peaches, grapes, onions, cabbage, pota- help bim make a study of his farm
toes, strawberries, etc. The training business and to determine
upon
should be such that when the women changes that should be made to make
went to the farmers they would nave It more profitable.

HEED TRAINING

Tha Brave Buckaroo.

Now remember and write a whole tablet
BILLY LOUISE.
full to

KanoTj

(Special Information Service, United States Department of Agriculture.)

WOMEN WORKERS

his eyes bigger and more wistful. Day
by day his knuckles stood up sharper
when be closed bis hands, aud day by
day nature worked upon his hurt, knitting the bones together.
CHAPTER XII.

Boise. Ida.. Dec. 23.
Brave Buckaroo I wonder If you ever
in your whole life got a Christmas present? I've been cultivating the Loutae of
me, and here are the first, fruits of my
endeavor I guess that's the way they gay
It.
I've spent so much time sitting by
mommle when she a asleep and I get tired
of reading all the time, so a nurse In this
ward mommle hus a room to herself, of
course, but not a special nurse, because
I can do a lot of the little thliiKS.
Well,
the nurse taught me how to hemstitch.
So I got some silk and made souio nice
soft neckerchiefs one for you and one
for me.
This one I made last. I didn't want
your eagle eyes seeing all .the bobbly
stitches on the first one. 1 hope you like
It, Ward.
Every stttch stands for a
thought of the hills and our good times.
I've brought Minervy back to life, and I
try to play my old pretends sometimes.
But they always break up Into pieces. I'm
not a kid now, you see. And life ts a lot
different when you get out into it. Isn't It?
Mommie doesn't seem to get much better. I'm worried about her. She seems
to have let go, somehow. She never talks
about the ranch much or even worries
about whether I'hoebe is keeping the windows washed. She talks about when she
was a little girl and about when she and
daddy were first married. It gets on my
nerves to see how she has slipped out of
everyday life. The nurau says that's comShe says 1
mon, though, in sickness.
could go home and look after thlngB for
a week or so just as well as not. She
says mommie would be all right. But I
hate to leave her.
I'm awfully homesick for a good old ride
Have you
on Blue. I miss him terribly.
seen anything of the cove folks lately?
Seems like I'm clear out of the world. I
hate town, anyway, and a hospital is the
limit for dlsmulness. Even the Louise of
me Is getting ready to do something awful if I have to stay much longer. Mommie sleepB most of the time. I believe they
She doesn't
dope her with something.
have that awful pain so bad. So I don't
have anything to do but sit around and
read and sew and wait for her to wake
tip and want something.
And this Is Christmas, almost. I wonder what you'll be doing. Say, Ward. If
you want to be a perfect jewel of a man
send me some of that Jerky you've got
hanging at the head of your bunk. I
swiped some that iaBt time I was there.
It would taste mighty good to me now,
after all this hospital truck.
e,
Well, a merry Christmas,
and here's hoping you and mommie and
I will be eatlns turkey together at the
Wolverine when next Christmas comes.
Nummy-num- !
wouian t mat tasie goou,

Our Part in Feeding the

has lived many years there said that
he had solved a very difficult labor
problem in New Guinea. The men
could not be tempted to work for
money, and he hit upon the Idea of offering them beads, gaudy cloths, dogs
teeth and musical instruments. To get
these they worked for a twelvemonth
and then induced others to do likewise.
Mean Query.
He (pompously) I have many solemn thoughts to be read in my mlndi
Bound In calff
She (sarcastically)

About 70,000 church bells in Germany have been melted for muni'
lions of wax.

p

Maybe we are getting back to the
food sensible ways of doing things. -

'What about that farm desk and a

farm name?

It Is good to plan well, even If we
can't work It all out as we would
like.
.

a

supply of formalin on hand
for treating potatoes and grain ior
The potato thrives best In cool, hu- seed.
e
.
mid climates,
The time to apply phosphorus is
long pair of rubber boots will pay when the crop is Just ready to start
growth.
(or themselves on every farm.
Get

impioveo

TO HELP YOU
YOUWSbLF"

--

T

vmom dtrumtioru

The KITCAEN

Lesson
O. S. DEPT.
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Ubmeri Will

(By E. O. BKl.I.KKd, Acting Director ol
the Sunday School Course uf the Mood)
Bible Institute. Chicago.)
lOopyrlshl, lulu. Western Newspsprr Union.

AGRICULTURE

GREAT NEED FOR HOME GARDENS CALLS
FOR MORE WORK IN EVERY BACK YARD

LESSON FOR APRIL 7.
JESUS SETS MEN FREE.
I.E88ON TEXT Mark
GOLDEN TEXT If the son therefore
hall make you free, ye shall be free Indeed. John 8:36.
72:1-1DEVOTIONAL READINO-Ps- a.
ADDITIONAL
MATERIAL
FOR
11 Cor. 3:17, 18;
TEACHERS Matt. 15:1-3-

liai.

PRIMARY

sum and

AND JUNIOR

the deaf man.

TOPIC-- Je

MEMORY VERSE He hath done all
things well, he maketh even the deaf to
hear and the dumb to sneak Mark 7:37.
SENIOR AND ADULT TOI'IC-Ch- rls
tian liberty.

VaJhdAVifell Dress

I will this day try to live a simple,
Ulcere and serene Ufa; exercising
economy In expenditure, carefulness In
conversation,
diligence In appointed
service, fidelity to every trust and a
childlike faith In Ood.-J- ohn
Vincent.
GOOD EATINO.

When rabbits are easily obtained,
as they are in many sections of our
country, they are
common and not
expensive, making
a most wholesome
meat to udd variety and save the
sldpnble meats for
our army.
Rabbit
Larded
Baked in Milk.
Spread over the dressed rabbit thin
slices of salt pork. Set in the oven
and brown, basting often with milk,
dredge with flour and after well
browned lower the heat, cooking for
an hour longer. When perfectly tender, remove the rabbit and make a
gravy with the milk and liquor in the
pan. Reason well, although the meat
should hnve been seasoned during Its
cooking. Serve with riee croquettes
und currant jelly. The jelly may be
placed In a smiill hollow In the croquette and they muy be used us a garnish to the platter of rabbit.
Divide the
Hasenpfeffer Rabbit.
rabbit In serving sized pieces, includ
ing the liver and heart, carefully wash
and drain. Try out some fat salt pork
and add two sliced onions to the fat,
when yellow, add two tnblespoonfuls of
flour, mix well nnd add a quart of veal
broth, a teaspnonful of snlt, a bit of
bay leaf, a half teaspnonful of pepper
corns, four cloves and the rabbit. Cover
and let simmer until the rabbit Is ten
der. Add a tablespoonful of butter, a
half cupful of fruit juice or the Juice
of an orange, two lumps of sugar and
a handful of raisins. Cook until well
seasoned, the sauce should be spicy,
both sweet and sour and not too thick,
Cardinal Pears. Cook canned pears
in a little sirup with a half a glass of
currant Jelly. Cool and serve on oblong pieces of sponge enke, cover the
pear with the thickened sirup and top
with whipped cream. Sprinkle with
almonds shredded.
Ripe olives may be better enjoyed if
soaked in olive oil overnight to which
a clove of garlic has been added.
Dip fresh parsley Into a cupful of
hot water In which an eighth of a tea- spoonful of soda has been added. It
makes the parsley more brilliant, then
chop fine with a sharp knife and
sprinkle over the dish to be garnished.

If you are fortunate enough to
a ruunlng brook where watercress grows, you have one of the beat
early spring greens as well as one of
the best blood tonics.
table.

lire near

There Is an Idea abroad among moral
people that they should make their
neighbors good. One person I have to
make good: myself.
MORE GOOD THINGS FOR 8ICK.

Vegetables which 'are tender and
delicate such us asparagus tips, tender green onions, cauli
flower and various other
combinations which will
occur to those who must
prepare dainty foods or
food for the sick.
Asparngus or green
onions cooked until tender then served on toast
with butter or a white
sauce Is good. A grat
ing of nutmeg Is a stimulating seasoning to add to any dish,
unless the patient objects to the

This lesson deals with the Inst of
those four events which mark the
crisis In the life of our Lord at Capermtuni. It occurred just before (he third
period of his lialicloan ministry and
the time of his final departure for Jerusalem. We have seen what the attl
tude of Jesus was tuwurd the Inw oi
V
m
m
his nation. In this lesson we see his
attitude toward the rabbinical trudi
Hons of the people which were the
flavor.
Glazed
opinions of men and not the law of
Sweetbreads. Parboil the
God. Just so many today look upon
heart sweetbread, drain and remove
all connecting tissue, then place In u
the forms und ceremonies of the
ramekin. Dissolve a teaspnonful of
church as being verily the law of Hod
W Mi
beef extract In two teaspoonfuls of
Moreover, these traditions were made
boiling water, season with snlt and
a pretext whereby men evaded the
papiikn and pour over the sweetbread.
law. So today we find men very rollg
Cook In n hot oven basting often.
ious and punctilious in their cliurchly
When glazed over transfer to n hot
duties, who fall miserably In their ap
dish, surround with seasoned hot peas
plication of the moral code to conduct
and serve at once.
The analysis falls into four general
Cabbage, when It Is allowed Is very
divisions: One, the accusation, (vv
nice shredded very fine, crisped In
; two, the nnswer, (vv.
; three
cold water and served after drying
the application, (vv.
and four,
well, with French dressing. This salad
the Illustration, (vv.
Is especially good to follow the sweet1. The Accusation, (vv.
The
FOR MOTOR AND GENERAL WEAR
bread.
led
of
the 1'hurlsees,
Home Food PloU Like These Help Table and Poeketbook They Help Nagrowing hutred
As English sparrows ore so numerCoats
to
for
them
make long Journeys from Jem
general wear It almost ments that manufacturers muke so
ous, this year of conservation would
tion, Too.
salem that they might spy on Jesus
ones that it Is
nearly like
be a good time to put four and twenty goes without saying should be
"The obligation of every man, woman which Its members can dry, can, or and find a pretext for accusation,
but weatherproof garments not always easy to distinguish between
Into a pie. They may be skinned
have
to
and child out of uniform to help feed store for later home consumption.
be that und much more to them. There Is more precision In the
While they were studying him, they re
fenthers and all. It takes but a few
himself will be greater In 1918 than in
The gardener who has provided for vealed their ideas of the kingdom of
sweaters, all the
minutes to prepare them and one meet the approval of the sophisticated machine-knitte1917. Therefore the borne gardening the Immediate needs of his
broiled In paper Is excellent for n tid- womun of today. She requires crisp stitches exactly alike, but many of
family and God. They took special notice that
and canning activities of last year must its canning and drying requirements the disciples of Jesus ate without
bit for the Invalid, If there seems to style nnd substantial quality In them them are finished with hand knitting.
be repeated."
therefore should devote attention to washing their hands. We must not un
be any objection to the bird Itself, and cheerful colors.
Leaving out the sweaters and sweatThis is the message of the United fall crops of root vegetables such as dcrstand this to mean so much the re
Two rolnproof coats that declare er coats of silk and silk fiber which
why tell them all the details. The
States Department of Agriculture to potatoes, beets, late turnips, carrots moval of defilement, as the neglect of
sparrow Is a grain eating bird and themselves ready to meet the most ore worn with sport skirts or otherceremonial observance over which
every family. Those who cannot pro- and parsnips, which can be stored eas
there should be absolutely no more critical eye are pictured above. The wise, that are an essential of the
duce, can conserve and save food. lly for later use. It also would be well the Pharisees were punctilious, (vv. 3,
objection to them than to the squab only departure they make from the smart woman's wardrobe, there are
There must be no backsliding among to give attention to the production of 4). Verses three and four Illuminate
rules that govern In the season's coat many styles In the very pructical
or pigeon.
experienced gardeners; they must re- mature lima or other beans which can certain traditions to which the Jens
A simple salad such ns head lettuce
styles, nppear in the mntter of length. sweuters for real sports wear. Two of
adhered tenaciously.
Thus exempli
peat their contribution of food. Ab- be shelled and kept in bags.
with French dressing may often be Nearly nil coats are several Inches these are shown In the Illustration
sence of novelty must not deter those
fled we can see that their Ideas of
shorter than the frock worn under one for the "flapper" at the right nnd
Help on Home Food Plot.
served, chopped celery, shredded letwho tried gardening for the first time
The garden specialists of the Depart' man's relation to God were largely a
tuce, cottage cheese, as well as water them, hut the rainproof cont Is priv- one for the grownup. These are both
In 1917 from capitalizing their Increasment and of the State Agricultural col matter of external ceremony. Purity
of wool, closely knitted nnd are classed
cress are all good at times.
ileged to be an Inch or so longer.
ed knowledge aqd skill.
Those with leges stand ready to help everyone to them was an outward matter largely
The cout ut the left is u smart ex- as fitted
The sweater for
Flaked Eggs. Break two eggs Into
must
make
traditions
of
count
seed
of
the
men,
(v
the military style nnd noth- the little girl has collar and cuffs of
make the greatest possible success of governed by
experience
every
a bowl and beat Just long enough to ample
to get satisfactory returns from their his home garden and to assist in the 4).
so
mix well, put
appropriate for a angora wool and Is a good general
of a cupful ing will be quite
work with hoe, rake and watering can. canning of surplus food.
II. The Answer (v.
The an
of milk In a small pan and when cont for all weathers. It has big patch utility model, while the other proWe ought to acquaint ourselves with
There must be no slacking off. Garof the press, swer of Jesus reveals the very oppo
With the
the beautiful, we must keep ourselves
scalding stir In the eggs and cook un- pockets on body nnd skirt, a convert-abl- e claims Itself an ideal garment for all
collar and nnrrow, loose belt of sorts of sports.
dening is everybody's business, but In the department will carry the garden site Ideal. He begins by calling the
til the white Is In flakes. Season
unselfish, we must not
thoroughly
make It our own, but communicate It;
1918 everyone must attend to that busiA very clever model In n loosely
with salt and turn over buttered toast the fabric. It fastens with a fly, to
ing advice of its specialists directly to Pharisees hypocrites. A hypocrite Is a
to
a
make
It
to
sacrifice
of
Indeed,
ness.
that has been softened In hot milk. the left of the front and Is equal to knitted, heavy coat sweater, designed
many millions of readers. To supple play actor one who hides behind a
those who are dear and precious to us.
And now a word of caution. Don't ment this "Food From Tour Back mask.
Serve very hot, garnish with pursley. protecting the gown under It perfectly. to provide warmth when It Is needed,
Goethe.
Applying the prophecy of
It Is of a fabric resembling covert has a small square cape collar that
try to raise more than you can use. Yard" series, of which this article Is Isaiah, Jesus plainly tells the Pharisees
And water systematically all' spring the foreword, the department has is that they are hiding their true clinrncOur yesterdays arc the blocks with
cloth. In every way to he recom- may be turned up over the head and
SPRINGTIME FOODS.
which
we
build
mended.
tnd summer. A few square yards sued two new war garden bulletins for er behind the mask of ceremonial
buttoned so that It forms a hood. It
for the structure of towell tilled will yield more than a half- - every home gardener who wishes to
The story of the cont at the right Is also buttons up close about the throat
It Is necessary to hnve n system of Foundations
leanslng. Such play acting Is but a
day.
acre allowed to run to weeds.
told so completely In the picture that nnd has two comfortable-lookinpoor Imitation of the real heart eon housecleanlng when the early spring
pock- help feed himself. They are:
Harvey.
The department
advises strongly
"The Farm Garden In the North," dltlon demanded of God, (I'sa. 51 :10)
greens nppear, for
WARTIME SUGGESTIONS.
the sluggish body
Their hearts were far from God, even
against effort by amateur gardeners to Farmers' Bulletin No. 937.
"Home Gardening In the South," though with their lips they professed
produce track crops for sale. Such enoften overfed,
needs the rejuveto serve him. The love we express to
Hominy with cream and sugnr makes
terprises commonly prove unwise, bur- Farmers' Bulletin No. 934.
densome to all concerned, and not in"The City and Suburban Vegetable God consists not in ritualistic worship,
nating of fresh a most substantial dish, and one which
mineral filled foods
but In doing his will from the heart.
may be either served as
frequently
financially
unprofitable. Garden," Farmers' Bulletin No. 986.
a breakfast dish or as a
to prepare us for
Much precious seed and fertilizer
Your postal curd to the Division at
III. The Application, (v.
the work of the
to say nothing of time and labor were Publications, U. S. Department of Agdessert.
esus takes udvnntage of this discus
summer. Biliouswasted last year In such undertakings. riculture, will bring your free copy.
Hominy may be easily
sion, and, turning to the multitude, up
ness and various
The government's home gardening speRead these articles as they appefer, on whom the Pharisees would bind a
prepared ut home, using
hardwood ashes for the
cialists believe that best results will be Study the handbooks around the winter grievous burden of ceremoniullsm und kindred ills may be completely routed
lye, boiling the corn in
attained if each family attempts to lamp. You will be ready to deal with falsehood (Matt. 23:4), warns them by a careful diet of vegetables nnd n
lye water until the hulls
raise only enough vegetables to supply soil and seed as soon as spring weather that It Is not so much that which en free use of fruits.
Nature provides us In the spring
are softened so that they
Its own table and to afford the surplus permits.
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AUNE'S

GOOD THINGS TO EAT

rais-crio-

Tin rjw.uvr.Tr

MECHANICS

I

I

Fruits

WE HAVE THEM ALL

KAUNE'S

Swastika
Cerrillos
Steam Coal; Madrid,
Anthracitf
Madrid Smithing
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling

slug-pis- h

Bakery Goods
Coffee Cake
Apple Pie
Raisin Bread
Raisin Pie

Bananas
Oranges
Apples
Grapes
Vegetables
Sweet Potatoes
Celery

Phone 26

YARD

CAPITAL COAL

-

EYE EAR NOSE AND THROAT

LONG EXPERIENCE
EVEN IN THE OLD COUNTRY

CORRECT FITTING OF
EYE GLASSES
LAUCHLIN BUILDING
SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO

The Junior Red Cress
Recently organized at St. Michael's
College in this city sent a check for
$12.00 to the local chapter. The money
was raised by th: pupils each one
giving twenty five cents.
The Junior Red Cross
The Junior Red Cross recently organized at Carrizozo starts out with
have
$90.00 to its credit. Committee
been appointed and they are ready
for work.

BETTER

POWER RATE

Fit

200 K. W. 7c per K.
300 K. W. 6c per K.
400 K. W. 5c per K.

THAN
EVER

ISc a copy

At Yessr Nas4aatsr
Yearly Sabscriptloa $130
StttJ for owr Mns9 ft cflf

VV

All in excess of the above at 4c per K
Special Rates for Cooking.
SANTA

FE WATER

& LIGHT

CO.

